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DISCLAIMER 
This project report is a result of a class assignment; it has been graded and accepted as 
fulfillment of the course requirements. Acceptance of this report in fulfillment of the 
course requirements does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of 
information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include, but 
may not be limited to, catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or 
copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its staff 
cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project. The author cannot be held 
liable for any use or misuse of the project. 
KEYWORDS 
International building code, Fire Dynamics Simulator, hydraulic flow model, existing, 
auditorium, egress 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report evaluates the life safety features of the HCC San Jacinto Building (SJB) both 
prescriptively and on a performance basis. The goal is to present the building code 
requirements for the HCC San Jacinto building and determine if the design is in 
compliance, as well as analyze the building on the basis of performance criteria to 
determine if there are any excessive threats to life safety. 
 The building is designed in compliance with the Houston Building Code, and takes 
advantage of lesser requirements for existing features. The performance section 
determines that based on fire and egress modeling, that while prescriptively the 
auditorium balcony is permitted to remain unchanged, the number of seats in the 
balcony should be reduced to comply with the requirements for new construction. Other 
alternatives are discussed, but this report recommends reducing the number of seats in 
the balcony. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The San Jacinto Building was originally constructed in 1914 as a junior high school. In 
1927, Houston Junior College (now the University of Houston) began using the facility at 
night, which prompted the first of many expansions to follow. Eventually the Houston 
Community College system acquired the building in 1988. 
As it stands now, the SJB is 3 stories and approximately 155,000 sq. ft. in area with a 
first floor footprint of approximately 64,000 sq. ft. The building currently lies vacant for 
the renovations, but upon completion will be used for college classes and extracurricular 
activities. Notable architectural features include the original gym bleachers, classic 
green terrazzo flooring, the large auditorium balcony, and three unenclosed 
communicating stairs.  
The project itself is a “gut and remodel” where as much of the existing structure will 
remain as possible, but the intent is to reprogram the building and change interior, 
nonbearing partitions. The intended interior layout is shown in Appendix A. The 
building’s fire alarm and sprinkler systems are aged and have not been maintained well, 
so as part of the design, the fire alarm and sprinkler systems will be completely 
replaced.  
APPLICABLE CODES AND STANDARDS 
The project lies within the city limits of Houston, TX. Therefore, the project is subject to 
the Houston Building Code (HBC), based on the 2006 International Building Code, 
including City of Houston Amendments, and the Houston Fire Code (HFC), based on 
the 2006 International Fire Code, including City of Houston Amendments. The 
construction/operation of the building is also subject to the Fire Department Life Safety 
Bureaus (LSBs). The LSBs have been adopted and enforced by the city fire marshal. 
They have not been voted on by elected officials, and they lie in a legal grey area, but 
they are still enforced. The LSBs cover the following topics: 
1 - Fire Extinguishers 
2 - Inspection and Testing of Fire Protection and Life Safety Equipment 
3 - Fire Dept Access 
4 - Access Gates 
5 - Key Boxes/Electric Fence Registration 
6 - Fire Depository Boxes 
7 - High Rise Fire Safety Plans 
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8 - Fire Drills 
9 - Marking of Fire Hydrants 
10 - LP Gas and Open Flame Use 
11 - Roofing Operations 
12 - Fireworks Displays 
13 - Outside Protected Aboveground Tanks for Generators and Fire Pumps 
14 - Unattended Service Stations 
15 - Mobile Refueling and Wet Hosing 
16 - Open Burning and Recreational Fires 
17 - Tire Chipping 
18 - High-Rise Fire Safety Plan Approval 
19 - Raw Wood Waste Processing 
22 - Tents and Other Membrane Structures 
23 -Mid-Rise Atrium Plan Approval 
25 - Safety Inspections for Vehicles on Display Indoors effective  
*LSBs 20 and 21 have been specifically rescinded by city council order. 
The HBC has also modified the reference documents. The relevant NFPA reference 
documents are as follows: 
 2007 edition of NFPA 13: Installation of Sprinkler Systems 
 2007 edition of NFPA 14: Installation of Standpipe and Hose System 
 2007 edition of NFPA 72: National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code 
Houston has also removed all references to accessibility requirements in the HBC, and 
defers to the Texas Accessibility Standards (TAS), thereby pushing responsibility for 
reviewing for accessibility to the Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation. 
Texas (Title 28 §34.607) states that where NFPA 101 applies where a local jurisdiction 
has not adopted a building code. NFPA 101 is not applicable to this project as the city of 
Houston has adopted a building code. 
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PRESCRIPTIVE REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING VS NEW  
The scope of the HBC reads as follows: 
The provisions of this code shall apply to the construction, alteration, movement, 
enlargement, replacement, repair, equipment, use and occupancy, location, 
maintenance, removal and demolition of every building or structure or any 
appurtenances connected or attached to such buildings or structures except work 
located primarily in a public way, public utility towers and poles, mechanical 
equipment not specifically regulated in this code, and hydraulic flood control 
structures. 
Wherever changes are made to a building, the HBC applies. Existing features are not 
required to be brought into compliance except in very specific situations. 
To address existing, potentially dangerous features, Houston has added “Appendix L” to 
the HBC. Appendix L provides some base criteria that all buildings must meet unless 
they have historical designation, and this appendix covers items such as structural 
stability, guard rails, shaft enclosure, and sprinklers. 
The City of Houston has not adopted an existing building code. They remedy this by 
heavily amending Ch. 34 of the base International Building Code.  The charging 
language of Ch. 34 reads as follows: 
When allowed. Additions, alterations or repairs may be made to any building or 
structure without requiring the existing building or structure to comply with all the 
requirements of this code, provided the addition, alteration or repair conforms to 
those required for a new building or structure. 
Additions or alterations shall not be made to an existing building or structure that 
will cause the existing building or structure to be in violation of any of the 
provisions of this code, and such additions or alterations shall not cause the 
existing building or structure to become unsafe. An unsafe condition shall be 
deemed to have been created if an addition or alteration will cause the existing 
building or structure to become structurally unsafe or overloaded, will not provide 
adequate egress in compliance with the provisions of this code or will obstruct 
existing exits, will create a fire hazard, will reduce required fire resistance, or will 
otherwise create conditions dangerous to human life. Any building so altered, 
which involves a change in use or occupancy, shall not exceed the height, 
number of stories and area permitted for new buildings. Any building plus new 
additions shall not exceed the height, number of stories and area specified for 
new buildings. 
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Additions or alterations shall not be made to an existing building or structure 
when such existing building or structure is not in full compliance with the 
provisions of this code except when such addition or alteration will result in the 
existing building or structure being no more hazardous based on life safety, fire 
safety and sanitation, than before such additions or alterations are undertaken. 
(See also Section 415.8 for Group H-5 occupancies.) 
The section is convoluted and verbose, but the intent is that existing features are 
permitted to remain (so long as they comply with Appendix L), new construction must 
meet the requirements for new construction, and new construction must not reduce the 
level of life safety in the existing building. 
As permitted, the HCC San Jac. design takes advantage of some of the requirements 
for existing construction. 
OCCUPANCIES/CONSTRUCTION  
OCCUPANCIES PRESENT 
Occupancies are the basis for many of the code requirements in the HBC. 
SJB contains the typical functions one would expect in the community college. The uses 
of the space are shown in the left column of Table 1, and the corresponding occupancy 
groups are shown on the right.  
TABLE 1: OCCUPANCIES 
Use Occupancy Group 
Theater/Auditorium Group A-1 
Gymnasium Group A-3 
Indoor basketball court Group A-4 
Offices/Classrooms Group B 
Storage/MEP S-2/F-2(Accessory) 
 
An early concept for the occupancy of one of the spaces is shown below in Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1: STUDY LOUNGE CONCEPT 
CONSTRUCTION TYPE/AREA LIMITATIONS 
HBC Section 503.1 Requires buildings to comply with the limits of Table 503.1 with 
respect to height, area, and number of stories. 
HBC Section 508.3.2 permits multiple occupancies to not be separated from each other, 
provided that the most restrictive requirements from Section 403 (high rise) and Ch. 9 
(fire protection systems) apply throughout the building. It also limits the maximum 
allowable area to that of the most restrictive of the non-separated occupancies. The 
floor areas of the building are shown below:  
The floor areas for the building are as follows: 
 Level 1 64,000 sq. ft. 
 Level 2 44,000 sq. ft. 
 Level 3 46,500 sq. ft. 
 Total 154,500 sq. ft. 
The maximum floor areas and number of stories for the building as permitted for Type 
IIA construction in HBC Table 503 are as follows: 
 A-1 15,500 sq. ft. 3 stories 
 A-3 15,500 sq. ft. 3 stories 
 A-4 15,500 sq. ft. 3 stories 
 B 37,500 sq. ft. 4 stories 
Note: these values do not include increases for sprinklering or frontage 
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Group A-1 is the most restrictive occupancy type; therefore, the construction type must 
comply with the requirements for Group A-1. 
HBC Section 506.3 permits an increase in the permissible floor area by 200% when the 
building is sprinklered throughout with a supervised, NFPA 13 sprinkler system. This 
increases the allowable floor area to 46,500 sq. ft. Even including the maximum 
increase based on having full frontage (75%), the maximum allowable floor area for 
Type IIA construction is 58,125 sq. ft. The first floor area exceeds this, so for new 
construction, the building must be Type IB construction. 
Groups F, M, and S are not included in these calculations. HBC Section 508.3.1 permits 
accessory occupancies less than 10% of the floor area to be treated as part of the 
dominant occupancy with respect to height and area calculations. 
However, the building is not new construction. As previously mentioned, as much of the 
structure is being maintained as possible. Based on the requirements of the HBC, the 
construction type is not required to be upgraded except when occupancies are changed 
or area/stories are added to the building – basically when the building is required to 
apply for a new Certificate of Occupancy or Life Safety Certificate. Since the building 
has an active Certificate of Life Safety, and the occupancy of the building is not 
changing, the structure is permitted to remain as Type IIB construction. Repairs to the 
structure do not require an upgrade in construction type. 
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 
HBC Table 601 establishes the structural rating requirements for construction. The 
requirements for Type IIB construction (non-rated, noncombustible) are as follows: 
 Structural Frame 0-hr 
 Floor construction 0-hr 
 Roof construction 0-hr 
 Exterior bearing walls 0-hr 
 Interior bearing walls 0-hr 
Building structural elements are not required to be provided with a fire protection rating 
in Type IIB construction. 
Exterior walls have rating requirements also based on the fire separation distance from 
the building to an interior lot line. The exterior rating requirements (note: table is 
modified by Houston amendments) for a Type IIB, Group A-1 building from HBC Table 
602 are as follows: 
 Less than 5 ft. to property line 1-hour 
 5 ft. or greater to property line 0-hour 
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At least 20 ft. of frontage is provided around the building, as is shown in Figure 2 below. 
Also, as the building’s exterior/structure is to remain, the exterior walls are not required 
to be brought up, even if new construction required them to be upgraded. 
 
FIGURE 2: “SATELLITE” VIEW OF SAN JACINTO BUILDING 
Stairs used as exits and shafts are required to be rated 1-hours. This 1-hour rating is to 
be determined in accordance with ASTM E 119. The central stair is permitted to remain 
open because it is an existing condition, but also because it is a convenience stair (not 
used in the means of egress) and only connects three stories. Doors in 1-hour fire 
barriers (like hazardous rooms) are required to be rated for 45 minutes, but openings in 
shafts/stair ratings are required to be rated for 60 minutes. 
CONCLUSION 
The HBC permits SJB to remain as Type IIB construction, and the only fire barriers 
provided in this building are around shafts, stairs, and hazardous rooms. There are very 
few fire rated elements provided in the building design. 
INTERIOR FINISHES 
The interior finishes are mostly being replaced, and new finishes must meet the 
requirements for new construction. The wall and ceiling interior finish requirements for 
sprinklered occupancies are shown below in Table 2: 
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TABLE 2:INTERIOR FINISH REQUIREMENTS 
Group Exits Corridors Rooms 
Group A B B C 
Group B/M B C C 
Group F/S C C C 
 
“B” and “C” correspond to interior finish testing criteria. A finish is considered Class B if 
it has a flame spread of 26-75, and Class C if the flame spread is 76-200. Both must 
have a smoke developed rating of  less than 450. These ratings are determined in 
accordance with ASTM E 84 testing criteria. 
Most of the interior finishes are lay-in panel ceiling and paint on the walls, so complying 
with these requirements is not difficult. 
MEANS OF EGRESS 
OCCUPANT LOAD, CAPACITIES, AND ARRANGEMENT 
Occupant loads can be determined based on the function of the room. Table 3 below 
shows relevant occupant load factors taken from HBC Table 1004.1 
TABLE 3: OCCUPANCY LOAD FACTORS 
FUNCTION OF SPACE 
FLOOR AREA IN 
SQ. FT. PER 
OCCUPANT 
Accessory storage areas, 
mechanical equipment room 
300 gross 
Assembly with fixed seats 1 seat per occupant 
Assembly without fixed seats 
 
 Concentrated (chairs only-not 
 fixed) 
7 net 
 Standing space 5 net 
 Unconcentrated (tables and 
 chairs) 
15 net 
Business areas 100 gross 
Educational 
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Classroom area 20 net 
Shops and other vocational room 
areas 
50 net 
Exercise rooms 50 gross 
Library 
 
Reading rooms 50 net 
Stack area 100 gross 
Locker rooms 50 gross 
Mercantile 30 gross 
Stages and platforms 15 net 
 
By using the factors in Table 3, multiplied by the area of the room, this gives an 
estimated occupant load. Adequate egress is required to be provided based on the 
occupant load of the area. Note that this is based on the “function” of the space, not the 
occupancy. 
HBC Table 1005.1 requires 0.2 in per occupant to be provided for egress components 
other than stairs, and 0.3in per occupant to be provided for stairs. 
Based on the information above, Table 4 shows the occupant loads of each floor with 
associated egress capacity and exits. Specific exit locations and capacities are shown 
in the building layout in Appendix B. 
TABLE 4: OCCUPANT LOAD, CAPACITY, AND NUMBER OF EXITS 
 Floor Occupant Load Egress Capacity Number of exits 
First floor 1997 3053 15 
Second floor 1096 1040 6 
Third floor 616 1040 6 
 
Note that the second floor is over capacity. The balcony is located on the third floor, but 
is provided with exit access stairs which lead to required exits on the second floor, so 
the balcony is included in the 2nd floor numbers. The balcony contains 502 fixed seats 
and is provided with two 40 in. stairs with 36 in. doors. These exit access stairs limit the 
permitted occupant load on the balcony to 266 occupants. 236 seats would have to be 
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removed from the balcony if it were required to comply with the requirements for new 
construction. However, the seats are existing, so they are permitted to remain.  
ARRANGEMENT AND FEATURES OF THE MEANS OF EGRESS 
The HBC defines the means of egress as follows: 
A continuous and unobstructed path of vertical and horizontal egress travel from 
any occupied portion of a building or structure to a public way. A means of 
egress consists of three separate and distinct parts: the exit access, the exit and 
the exit discharge. 
Exit access is the portion of the means of egress which starts from any point in an area, 
and ends at an exit. Specific means of egress components (stair enclosures, horizontal 
exits, exit passageways) are specifically designated as exits, which affect many of the 
means of egress requirements. The exit discharge is the portion of egress once an 
occupant leaves an exit until the occupant reaches the public way. 
Exit access is mostly regulated by two concepts: travel distance and redundancy. It sets 
the following limits on exit access based on occupancies as shown in Table 5: 
TABLE 5: EXIT ACCESS TRAVEL DISTANCE 
OCCUPANCY 
WITH 
SPRINKLER 
SYSTEM  
(feet) 
A, M, S-1 250 
B 300 
F-2, S-2, U 400 
 
This is the maximum distance permitted from any point in an occupancy to an exit. As 
this building is predominantly a Group B occupancy, most places must be within 300 ft. 
of travel distance. Originally, the building contained three open stairs, but in order to 
meet travel distance limits, two stairs were designed to be enclosed in rated 
construction to be considered exit stairs. 
The exit access must be designed to meet other requirements as well. The common 
path of travel must be limited to 75 ft. (100 ft. in sprinklered Group B/F/S). This is the 
maximum distance an occupant is permitted to travel before having a choice between 
two remote paths. Remote is defined as being 1/3 the diagonal of the space in a 
sprinklered facility. 
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Exit access must be arranged so that there are no dead end corridors which exceed 20 
ft. (50 ft. for Group B/F occupancies). By definition corridors must lead to two exits, so 
where a corridor ends not at an exit, this distance must be limited so that an occupant 
does not waste time going in the wrong direction. 
Exit access and exits are required to be marked by exit signs. Any place which requires 
two means of exit access, or where the arrangement might be confusing is required to 
have an exit sign. Corridors are required to have all points be within 100 ft. travel 
distance from an exit sign. This is an important distinction. The signs do not have to be 
visible down the entire length of the corridor, and if spaced perfectly, exit signs are 
permitted to have 200 ft. in-between installations. 
SJB does not contain horizontal exits or exit passageways. It contains exit stairs and 
exit doors. The stairs are positioned strategically at the ends of the wings of the facility, 
with two located closer to the center as well. Below in Figure 3, the main central stair is 
shown. Note that this stair is not enclosed, and is therefore not considered an exit stair. 
 
FIGURE 3: COMMUNICATING STAIR 
All stairs in the means of egress (not just exit stairs) are required to have risers of 
between 7 in. and 4 in. high and treads no less than 11 in. All exit stairs are required to 
be at least 44 in. wide as they serve occupant loads of 50 or greater. If they served less 
than 50 occupants, then they would be permitted to be as narrow as 36” wide. 
All of the exit stairs discharge directly to the exterior to paved surfaces which lead 
through parking lots/walkways to publicly deeded streets. Both interior and exterior 
means of egress must be lit under all conditions. During regular conditions, the means 
of egress must be lit to provide an average of 1 ft. candle across the path, with no spot 
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less than .1 ft.-candle. If normal power is interrupted, emergency power must be 
provided for a duration of not less than 90 minutes, where the light levels are permitted 
to be reduced to 0.6 and 0.06 ft.-candles respectively. 
AUDITORIUM REQUIREMENTS 
Auditoriums, specifically those with stages, have special requirements in Ch. 4 of the 
HBC. The stage is less than 50 ft. high, so a rated proscenium/fire curtain is not 
required. Set materials and scenery on the stage are required to comply with NFPA 
701, but this is not very enforceable, unless the local AHJ is very involved. Where 
stages are greater than 1,000 sq. ft. in area, which this stage is, ventilation is required. 
Ventilation must be provided in the form of smoke control, or two smoke vents that 
comprise 5% of the stage area. No additional requirements, such as the activation time 
or mechanism, are stated for the vents. These vents are not required in the auditorium, 
as the auditorium and stage are an existing condition. If the stage/auditorium 
construction were new, these vents would be required. However, they would be 
ineffective as shown later in the report. 
As the stage is greater than 1,000 sq. ft. in area, a 1½-inch hose connection must be 
installed in accordance with NFPA 13 or in accordance with NFPA 14 for Class II or III 
standpipes. This requirement is specifically addressed in the suppression section of this 
report. As the combined sprinkler/standpipe system is new, these hose connections are 
included in the building design. 
Ch. 10 has additional requirements for egress spaces, such as for main entrances and 
aisle arrangements based on whether or not smoke-protected seating is provided, but 
as the seating arrangement is existing, the auditorium is not required to comply with 
these provisions. 
CONCLUSION 
The arrangement of the means of egress of the SJB complies with the HBC. The 
capacity of egress does not necessarily comply with the requirements for new 
construction, but the balcony is an existing condition that will be analyzed later in this 
report. 
SPRINKLER/STANDPIPE SYSTEM 
HBC Section 903.2.1.1 requires an automatic sprinkler system to be installed in Group 
A-1 occupancies with an occupant load of 300 or more. As this building is designed as 
mixed-use, non-separated, this requirement applies throughout the building and 
sprinklers must be installed in all accessible areas. 
HBC Section 905.3.1 requires standpipes where an occupiable floor is more than 30 ft. 
above grade plane. Class I Standpipes must be provided in every required exit stair and 
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Class II standpipes must be provided for the stage as it exceeds 1,000 sq. ft. This 
section will document the requirements for the design of the combined 
sprinkler/standpipe system. 
BUILDING WATER SUPPLY INFORMATION 
The first step in designing the sprinkler/standpipe system is to determine if the system 
has adequate pressure and flow. A flow test is the typical way to determine what water 
supplies a system can pull from a city line. 
Attached in Appendix C is the flow test data from a nearby building, which is likely 
similar to the flow test for this building. The supply data is shown in blue in Figure 4 and 
is as follows: 
 Outlet diameter: 2.5 in. 
 Static Pressure:  64 psi 
 Residual Pressure: 58 psi. 
 Flow:   1,126 gpm 
 
FIGURE 4: WATER SUPPL DATA 
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HBC Section 908.1 does not permit fire pumps to pull directly on city lines. When using 
a fire pump, a break tank must be installed. As the tank is usually installed at ground 
level, the system loses lose any potential pressure it might gain from the city supply if a 
pump is required. This ensures that whenever the city line does not provide adequate 
pressure/flow (such as when a standpipe system is installed) a break tank must be 
installed and the system requires an even larger pump. 
HAZARD CLASSIFICATIONS 
As a school, high hazard locations are not expected in this building. The building is 
comprised of light and ordinary hazard 1 compartments. The drawing showing hazard 
classifications is located in Appendix D. Classrooms, the auditorium, the gym, and 
similar rooms are classified as light hazard occupancies (pink). Storage, electrical, and 
mechanical rooms are designated ordinary hazard 1 occupancies (blue) as expected 
quantities of storage will remain below 8 ft. high and be primarily Class I and II 
commodities stored on shelves.  The sprinkler system design criteria for these areas are 
as follows: 
Light Hazard: 
Design area – 900 sq. ft. (1500 base with 40% reduction from quick response 
sprinklers) 
 Density - .10 gpm/sq. ft. 
 Maximum coverage per sprinkler – 225 sq. ft. 
Ordinary Hazard 1: 
Design Area – 900 sq. ft. (1500 base with 40% reduction from quick response 
sprinklers) 
 Density - .15 gpm/sq. ft. 
 Maximum coverage per sprinkler – 130 sq. ft. 
The standpipe demand criteria are as follows: 
100 psi at the hose connections (NFPA 14 7.8.1) with a total flow of 1000 gpm 
(NFPA 14 Section 7.10.1.1.4 for 4 or more standpipes). Each standpipe must be 
capable of providing 250 gpm at the hose connection. 
NFPA 14 Section 7.10.1.3.1.2 does not require a separate sprinkler demand so 
whichever is more demanding (the sprinkler system plus 250gpm from the hose 
or the standpipe system) is required.  
Typically, the standpipe system is more demanding, but the next section will document 
this.  
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SYSTEM DESIGN 
In Appendix E is a schematic layout of the sprinkler system. Branch lines, mains, and 
cross mains are shown in green; and standpipe risers and valves are shown in red. The 
design for this building was shelved after the schematic design phase and as such, 
professional sprinkler shop drawings were never created. In the appendix is a rough, 
schematic outline of a potential “tree” sprinkler system for the building. As this was 
created in AutoCAD and not Autosprink or HASS, the pipe measurements are not exact. 
Exact measurements are included for the specific components related to the calculation 
of demand in Appendix F. Generally, sprinkler branch lines will be 1 in. and will feed into 
2 in. lines which will feed into large 4 in. main systems which are located the main 
corridors. These 4 in. mains will feed into 4 in. standpipes which are fed from the pump 
by 4 in. horizontal risers. 
The blue line in Appendix E denotes the rough separation between the two sprinkler 
zones. 
Sprinklers used throughout will be ordinary temperature, quick response, 
pendant/upright sprinklers, with a 5.6 k factor. An example is included in Appendix G. 
Sprinkler piping is black steel schedule 40 and exact pipe sizes are shown in 
calculations table in Appendix F. 
As Houston is not located in a seismic zone, pipe bracing is not required. 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
The sprinkler system is designed to meet the flow and pressure demands of the most 
hydraulically remote area. The calculations for the most remote design area are shown 
in Appendix F along with the design area.  
As mentioned previously, the design area is a 900 sq. ft. rectangle located in the 
auditorium. The dimensions are 36 ft. along the branch line and 25 ft. across the branch 
line. This location was picked because is one of the most remote places from a 
connecting standpipe and that it is the highest location in the building. The remote 
design area is in a light hazard occupancy which may not seem like the most 
demanding area; however the .15gpm/sq. ft. OH1 design criteria is likely to be less 
demanding than having to push the water up an additional 12 or 24 feet, since the 
supply data shows there is plenty of flow. 
Sprinklers are labeled as SPRINK in Appendix F, and where sprinkler branch lines 
connect to the main is labeled as RN. So RN1 to RN2 is the portion of the pipe from 
where one branch connects to where the next branch connects. The main in the corridor 
is labeled as MAIN, the top of the riser is labeled TOR, and the bottom of the riser is 
labeled BOR. 
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The calculated sprinkler system demand is only about 40 psi at 103 gpm. This is not 
unexpected. The building is not very tall, the most remote area (auditorium) is light 
hazard, and the sprinkler pipes were overdesigned to reduce pipe losses. The city 
supply would be able to provide ample pressure and flow for this system, were a 
standpipe system not required. The standpipe system requirements and sprinkler 
system requirements are separately shown on Figure 4 above. The sprinkler 
requirements at the base of the riser do not include the 250 gpm standpipe flow 
requirement. Houston does not permit a pump to be designed to use more than 100% of 
its rated flow capacity, therefore a 1000 gpm or 1,250 gpm pump capable of putting out 
150 psi is required to meet the system demand. 
INSPECTION TESTING AND MAINTENANCE 
The following table is a list of the inspection, testing, and maintenance requirements for 
the fire suppression system components in the building: 
 
TABLE 6: INSPECTIONS, TESTING, AND MAINTENANCE 
Control valves  Controls valves must be inspected 
weekly where sealed or monthly where 
locked open or using a tamper switch. 
Position and operation valves must be 
tested annually, supervisory valve 
switches tested semiannually. 
Maintenance must be performed 
annually. 
Waterflow alarm Waterflow devices must be inspected 
quarterly. Mechanical devices must be 
tested quarterly, vane/pressure 
switches must be inspected 
semiannually 
Supervisory devices Supervisory devices(tamper switch) 
must be inspected quarterly 
Fire department connections Must be inspected quarterly 
Main drains Tested annually unless sole water 
supply is through a PV or backflow 
preventer, then tested quarterly 
Standpipes and hose connections See section after table 
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Pipe and fittings Inspected annually 
Sprinklers Inspected annually, tested or replaced 
at 50 years and every ten years after 
(not fast response) 
Gauges Inspected monthly on wet systems, 
tested every 5 years 
Hydraulic nameplate Inspected annually 
Buildings  Inspected annually, before the first 
freeze to determine that systems are 
not subject to freezing temperatures 
Hangers/Bracing Inspected annually 
Spare sprinklers Inspected annually 
Information sign Inspected annually 
Pipe obstructions Inspected every five years 
Check valves Must be tested every 5 years 
Hose connections Inspected annually, tested every 5 
years 
Hose racks Inspected annually, tested every 5 
years 
Fire pumps Inspected weekly 
Backflow prevention assemblies Inspected monthly when locked or 
supervised 
Circulation relief Tested annually 
Fire pump See below 
 
Standpipes and hose connections have their own set of testing and maintenance 
requirements and are as follows: 
The hose, hose nozzle, hose storage device, and piping must be inspected 
annually. The hose storage device must be tested every year, the hose every 5 
years, and a hydrostatic and flow tests must be performed every 5 years. Hoses 
connections must have planned maintenance performed every year and valves 
must be serviced every year or as needed. 
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Fire pumps have their own set of testing and maintenance requirements, which 
are as follows: 
Pumps system and housing are to be inspected weekly. Diesel engines are to 
have the no-flow condition tested weekly, and the flow condition and alarm 
signals tested annually. Hydraulic, transmission, and motor maintenance is to be 
on an annual basis. 
The building owner is ultimately responsible for maintaining the systems, but likely the 
actual process will be delegated to a contract firm. 
SPRINKLERS IN THE AUDITORIUM 
HBC Section 404.3 permits atriums to not be sprinklered, where the height of the atrium 
is 55 ft. or greater. The building does not contain an atrium; however, this requirement is 
indicative of the height at which sprinklers become ineffective. This will be addressed in 
the performance portion of this report. 
CONCLUSION: 
Overall, the sprinkler system in this building is not very demanding. Were the sprinklers 
the only part of the system, the city supply would be able to provide ample flow and 
pressure. As is common in the city of Houston, it is the standpipes that drive the system 
increase. The city has very little confidence in the water system (based on the number 
of leaks during last year’s drought, this concern may be well founded) and as such does 
not let fire pumps pull on the mains which means larger pumps are installed in Houston 
than in say, Austin or Dallas. The system in this building is a simple wet system and as 
such, the inspection and maintenance requirements are routine. 
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
Houston Fire Department LSB 01 requires fire extinguishers to be provided throughout 
all Group A and Group B occupancies. Extinguishers with minimum ratings of 2-A, 10-
B:C must be provided for every 3,000 sq. ft. of area in Group A occupancies, and every 
6,000 sq. ft. in Group B occupancies. The travel distance to any of these extinguishers 
must not exceed 75 ft. 
Fire extinguishers are provided in this building design in compliance with the Houston 
Fire Code and LSB 01. 
FIRE ALARM & MASS NOTIFICATION 
Houston Building Code (HBC) Section 907.2.1.1 requires a manual fire alarm system to 
be installed in Group A occupancies with an occupant load over 300. Group A 
occupancies with occupant loads over 1000 are required to have an emergency 
voice/alarm communications system installed. Smoke detectors are not required in the 
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building (outside of large ductwork) and are not provided in the design. Manual pulls 
stations and waterflow devices are provided to initiate the alarm system and aubidle and 
visual notification appliances will be used to notify occupants. Visible notification 
devices (strobes) are provided in areas subject to the occupation by the hearing 
impaired (generally public or multi-person spaces). 
The fire alarm system in the design is a Simplex® 4100U Fire Alarm Control Panel and 
will be installed in the electrical room in the East portion of the building as shown in 
Appendix J. The system initiates alarm based on input from manual pull stations located 
at required exits and from waterflow switches in the sprinkler system.  
FIRE ALARM DETECTION DEVICES AND LOCATIONS 
As previously mentioned the fire alarm initiating devices are manual pull stations and 
waterflow devices. Product data for the devices are included in Appendix I. The manual 
pull stations are SimplexGrinnell and the waterflow devices are manufactured by 
SystemSensor. 
NFPA 72 Section 17.14.8.4 requires manual fire alarm boxes to be installed within 5 ft. 
of each exit doorway on each floor. Waterflow devices are installed as a part of each 
floor control valve system in order to monitor which sprinkler zone is flowing water. 
The locations of the devices are shown in Appendix J. Pull stations are shown in blue 
and waterflow alarms are shown in purple. 
POTENTIAL FIRE SCENARIOS 
The initiation of a general alarm will need to be by one of the following methods: 
occupant interaction or activation of a sprinkler. The time for an occupant to notice a fire 
is very unpredictable and is completely situational. This analysis is based on the 
conservative situation of the building or area being empty, and a sprinkler is activated 
by a non-arson fire.  
There are a few non arson fires that could be expected. Trash, storage, minor amounts 
of combustible liquid spills, chairs and furniture (most notably in the auditorium), and set 
props. Any of these items could be ignited by a bad electrical connection, errant 
cigarette butt, or pyrotechnic/electrical stage prop. 
A likely fire scenario is a trash can fire, which can be approximated by a t-squared 
growth fire. Two DETACT models approximating the fire growth and response time are 
included in Appendix K.  
The first model assumes a ceiling height of 9 ft., standard 15 ft. sprinkler spacing, 
sprinkler activation temperature of 168°F, a starting ambient temperature 68°F, sprinkler 
RTI of 88.7, and that the fire is at-squared growth fire with a fast growth coefficient. The 
DETACT model projects a response time of the sprinkler to be approximately 3 minutes, 
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when the fire reaches an approximate output of 1400kW. Waterflow alarms are required 
to initiate within 90s of a flow of at least one sprinkler being achieved. A general alarm 
could be estimated to be reached within 4½ minutes. 
The second DETACT model has the same characteristics, except that the ceiling height 
is 36 ft., as it would be in the auditorium. This time the sprinkler activates at 
approximately 6 minutes and the fire size is approximately 6600 kW. A general alarm 
could be estimated to be reached within 7½ minutes. 
Even in the worst case scenario, the fire department can be expected to be notified in 
less than 10 minutes, and with control mode sprinklers, it is probable that damage 
would be mitigated in areas other than the auditorium. A fire in the auditorium is 
addressed in the performance section of the report. 
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
NFPA 72 Section 10.12.1 requires alarm activation of notification appliances to occur 
within 10 seconds after an initiation device (pull station or waterflow alarm) signal is 
sent. Section 10.13 stipulates the conditions upon which the fire alarm can be 
deactivated. 
NFPA 72 Section 10.14 requires supervisory notifications to be automatically indicated 
within 90s of their activation at the fire alarm panel or supervising station and also 
stipulates the conditions upon which the supervisory notification can be removed. 
NFA 72 Section 10.15 requires trouble signals to be indicated within 200s. A trouble 
signal can be indicated by a primary power failure, ground fault conditions, or any 
abnormal condition in a system due to a fault. The section also states the requirements 
for trouble notification. 
FIRE ALARM NOTIFICATION DEVICES AND LOCATIONS 
Visible notification device spacing is every 100 ft. in the corridors. Strobes not located in 
corridors are spaced based on spacing criteria from NFPA 72, shown below in Figures 5 
and 6. 
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FIGURE 5: WALL STROBE SPACING 
 
 
FIGURE 6: CEILING STROBE SPACING 
 
 Low dB audible notification devices are capable of providing 65 dB (approximately 15 
dB above ambient) at approximately 45 ft. away (Based on the equation       
       
  
  
 , where L represents the sound level in dBs and r is the distance from the 
device). Locations of notification devices are shown in Appendix J. Strobes are shown 
in red, and horns are shown in green. 
Notification devices include 15cd TrueAlert addressable strobes, 30 cd TrueAlert 
addressable strobes, and low dB TrueAlert addressable horns and product data is 
included in Appendix L. 
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15cd strobes are used for corridor notification, every 100 ft. in the corridor, and provided 
within 15 ft. of each turn in the corridor, 30cd strobes are spaced to provide no more 
than 30 ft. by 30 ft. of coverage, and horns are used to provide coverage up to 45 ft. 
away in order to comply with NFPA 72. Strobes are provided in multi-person and public 
spaces in order to comply with the Texas Accessibility Standards and the strobes are 
required to be synchronized, where two can be viewed from one spot. 
EMERGENCY VOICE/ALARM NOTIFICATION 
The HBC requires this building to have an emergency/voice alarm notification system 
because of the size of the assembly occupancy. The system is capable of overriding the 
fire alarm with a pre-recorded message or a live message and is remotely 
monitored/initiated by campus security. The system has separate notification devices 
capable of providing a message, not just a blaring horn sound, and visible notification 
devices are equipped with amber, instead of white, lenses. Being that this is on a 
college campus in Houston, pre-recorded messages would include, but not be limited 
to: shooter on campus, hurricane warnings, specific zone evacuations for a fire, and 
flood warnings. 
POWER REQUIREMENTS 
The power requirements of the system can be determined by adding up the power 
draws of each device. The first floor, west zone has the most devices so we will assume 
that it is the most demanding zone. The Table 7 shows the type circuit with the number 
and types of devices on the circuit, the wire size, the wire resistance and the length of 
wire, and uses this to calculate the total current, the voltage drop, and the % of voltage 
drop. 
TABLE 7: FIRE ALARM POWER REQUIREMENTS 
Circuit 
Number 
Horn 
.022mA 
Strobe 
(30cd) 
.128mA 
Strobe 
(15cd) 
.076mA 
Wire 
size 
Wire 
resistance 
Wire 
Length 
Total 
Current 
(A) 
Voltage 
Drop (V) 
Voltage 
Drop (%) 
S1 32 34 14 12 1.98 1600 5.07 32.1 133 
 
As we can see, having the entire zone on one NAC not only exceeds the power limits of 
the NAC, but also exceed permissible voltage drop. Multiple NACs are required to be 
provided in the design. 
The secondary power supply is required to be capable of operating the system in a non-
alarm condition for at least 24 hours followed by 5 minutes of operating in alarm 
condition with a 20 percent safety margin. Even on one NAC, which as previously stated 
is insufficient, the power draw of the system for 5 minutes in alarm would be .507 amp-
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hours. The notification devices do not draw power during a non-alarm condition. The 
power draw in normal condition would be from the fire alarm panel and modules 
installed in the panel. The alarm system design was not to the point at which specific 
numbers of modules and remote annunciators were specified. The design will need to 
account that the entire system will need to be on standby for 24 hours before going into 
alarm for 5 minutes. The standby power is typically the dominant factor, but it is very 
likely that the battery backups will be able to provide the needed amp-hours. 
INSPECTION, TESTING, AND MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS. 
NFPA 72 also stipulates the required inspection maintenance and testing of fire alarm 
devices.  
NFPA 72 Table 14.3.1 requires yearly visual inspections for components, and weekly 
visual inspections for fuses, LEDs, trouble signals, and the power supply. Battery visual 
inspections are monthly or semiannually based on the type of battery. Notification 
appliances require visual inspections semiannually. Table 14.3.1 is included in 
Appendix M for reference. 
NFPA 72 Table 14.4.3.2 establishes the testing requirements for fire alarm systems and 
components. There are too many requirements to list here, however the highlights are 
as follows: 
Annual testing of control equipment, trouble, and supervisory functions. 
Monthly generator and annual UPS and secondary power tests 
Annual testing of initiating devices 
Table 14.4.3.2, which stipulates the inspections, testing, and maintenance 
requirements,  is included in entirety in Appendix N. 
Maintenance is required to be performed in compliance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions and the records are required to be kept until the next test and one year after 
by NFPA 72 Section 14.6. 
CONCLUSION 
Overall, the fire alarm system in this building is fairly simple. It only includes the bare 
minimum pull stations and waterflow alarms to initiate the fire alarm system as required 
by the Houston Building Code. As this report has shown, the fire alarm design is 
compliant with the Houston Building Code and the 2013 edition of NFPA 72. 
PERFORMANCE 
GOALS/OBJECTIVES 
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The objective of this section is to document characteristics associated with the building 
and potential fire scenario. The overall goal is to determine if an adequate level of life 
safety is provided in the building, specifically with regards to the balcony which this 
report assumes is the worst case scenario in the building. 
TENABILITY CRITERIA  
Tenability can be determined by a number of factors: toxic gases, heat, and visibility. 
Typically the first criterion to fail is visibility, so visibility will be used to evaluate the room 
tenability. 
Both the International Code Council and National Fire Protection Association codes 
base performance requirements on maintaining tenability at or above 6ft. of the highest 
walking surface. This report will use the same height, and this 6 ft. must be maintained 
above the balcony walkway. This is a reasonable justification as occupants will egress 
down to the balcony and are expected to pool on the balcony walkway, not at the top of 
the seats. 
From SFPE Table 3-11.34, the average person without a seeing disability can see an 
LED exit sign from 14.7 meters away, with a standard deviation of 1.2. Based on the 
assumption that the human sight is represented by a bell curve, two standard deviations 
(2.4) higher than the average will encompass approximately 95% of the population. 
Maintaining tenability for 95% of the population is a reasonable degree of safety, so as 
long as the visibility is maintained at or above 17.1m (56 ft.), at least above 6ft. above 
the walkway, the balcony will be deemed as providing an acceptable level of life safety.  
EGRESS ANALYSIS 
OCCUPANT CHARACTERISTICS 
Occupants in this facility are likely to be a cross-section of average American adults. 
While not the majority, significant portions of the population are likely to be elderly, 
infirm, disabled, and in less than stellar physical shape. Many occupants are likely to be 
familiar with the buildings, but this is a community college. Many occupants will only 
attend the university once or twice a week and will most likely commute to class, attend 
class, and leave, seldom deviating from their normal paths. Few will have participated in 
evacuation drills. This will slow evacuation time. It is likely that during testing, occupants 
will be reluctant to evacuate during an alarm situation, if they leave at all. This coupled 
with evening classes where people are less active and alert are likely to increase 
recognition and response times.  
The assembly occupancies pose an even greater risk. Due to high unfamiliarity, high 
population density, and narrow fixed seating or bench rows, egress time is delayed 
further. Occupants will most likely try to exit via the door they entered and a situation 
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could arise where crowd crush occurs in the auditorium. While there is the opportunity 
for crowd crush to occur, it will not be analyzed in this report because the occupant 
densities in the building are compliant with the HBC requirements. 
CALCULATING EGRESS TIMES 
The evacuation time can be predicted using the equations from Ch. 3 of the SFPE 
Handbook and some assumptions. The following equations calculate evacuation time 
based on hydraulic analysis. The main limitations associated with this method are 
geometrical and situational. This does not account for out of the ordinary scenarios such 
as crowd crush nor does it account for confusing egress layouts or long travel times. It 
focuses on egress points (balcony stairs) being the limiting factor in egress. It does not 
work well for non-uniform egress arrangements. Like in this building, there are large 
areas that dump into the same stair enclosure. It is easy enough to figure that the two 
stairs entering are the limiting factor, but then the egress door is wider. If the doors for 
each floor are the limiting factor, but the exit discharge doors are more restrictive, based 
on when and where occupants enter the stair, the egress time could be greatly affected. 
Also, it assumes an even distribution of people which is not the case in this building 
where occupants are focused in the gym and auditorium. To fully analyze a building 
properly, an iterative method must be performed like determining the hydraulic mean of 
multiple-loop sprinkler systems, finding the hydraulic choke points in the means of 
egress on floors where the egress routes converge to really determine what the limiting 
factors are. This is an extremely inefficient way to calculate exit time, so assumptions 
have to be made.  
The following calculations are performed assuming an even population distribution, and 
that portions of exits (stair doors, exit doors, stairways) will be the limiting factors, not 
corridors such as those leading from the gymnasium or the auditorium, nor travel times 
down the stair. Queuing time will be the limiting factor, as is confirmed by the computer 
egress model shown in the Pathfinder section. 
Premovement Time: 
SFPE Handbook 3-12 discusses the results from evacuation drills. The results 
contained significant variations, some of which are obviously situationally biased. For 
this project we will assume that the building premovement time will be approximately 
30s based on likely occupant confusion and attempts to gather up belongings. 
General Evacuation Time: 
                                   (     )    (     )    (      )     
 (     )  (     )  (     )  (     )          
                                    (     )    (     )            
                                   (     )    (     )            
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Note that 6 inches are taken from the inside of each door for a boundary layer as 
covered in SFPE Handbook Table 3-13.1. Only door widths are included as all doors to 
stairs are more restrictive than stairs themselves. 
From SFPE Table 3-13.5, doors and corridors are capable of discharging a maximum of 
24 persons per minute per foot of effective width. 
                                                          
                        
                                                         
                       
                                                        
                       
Using these flow rates and the occupant loads of each floor (1997, 1096, 616) we get 
an egress time of 1.1 minutes for the first floor, 3.0 minutes for the second floor, and 2.1 
minutes for the third floor. Coupled with the premovement time of 30s, we get a total 
building evacuation time of less than 4 minutes.  
This method is useful for gaining an approximate idea of how long it will take occupants 
to exit a building. This report will address he egress times from a specific dense area in 
a later section 
PATHFINDER MODEL 
The Pathfinder model has two modes: SFPE and Steering. Both are based on the SFPE 
hydraulic flow model, but Steering does not limit the maximum flow limit for doors and it 
does not account for velocity decreasing as density increases. For these reasons, this 
report uses SFPE mode to simulate building egress. 
Pathfinder screenshots of input files are shown in Appendix O. Pathfinder shows that it 
takes approximately 315 seconds for all the occupants to egress using SFPE mode, 
and 190s in steering mode. The file shows that there are certain problem areas, 
particularly the auditorium balcony, which dramatically increase the egress time. As 
previously stated, the egress balcony is not provided with sufficient exit access and 
chokes its occupants down the two corridors., and the last occupants to egress are 
balcony occupants. 
BALCONY ANALYSIS 
As previously mentioned, the balcony contains more seats than would be prescriptively 
permitted in new construction. In order to evaluate the threat to life safety this 
represents, the egress time from the balcony must be determined. 
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Using hydraulic hand calculations shown in Appendix P, the calculated egress times for 
the balcony with 502 seats is 265s. With the prescriptively permitted amount of 266 
seats, the egress time is 140s. 
Using the Pathfinder model on SFPE mode, the egress times are shown to be 315s and 
195s, respectively. Both of these values are close to the hand calculation models and 
will be used in the next section to evaluate the balcony. 
One item not addressed in this analysis is crowd crush. Section 3-13 in the SFPE 
handbook indicates that crowd crush conditions can exist at densities of 0.09 
persons/sq.ft. (11 sq. ft. per occupant). The occupant density in this area exceeds 11 
sq. ft. per occupant so crowd crush may be a concern. The density of the balcony could 
would reduced below 11 sq. ft. per occupant where only 266 chairs are provided. 
CONCLUSION 
The overall building egress analysis shows that it does not take an unreasonable 
amount of time to exit the building. Without an analysis of how much time occupants 
have to egress the building, this information is more or less useless. The balcony 
egress analysis will be used in the next section to determine the threat to life safety 
posed to the auditorium balcony occupants. 
FIRE MODELING 
The second part of the evaluation is determining the RSET. This is a combination of the 
egress and tenability evaluations. To determine, how long an environment is tenable, 
we can use an FDS model. 
The required safe escape time (RSET) is the amount of time occupants need to egress 
an area. The available safe escape time (ASET) is the amount of time provided for the 
occupants to escape. Fire modeling can be used to determine if the ASET exceeds the 
RSET. The component of ASET and RSET are shown below in Figure 6. 
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FIGURE 7: ASET-RSET 
FDS can be used to simulate the environment and provide more accurate answers, 
when compared to hand calculations. It uses the Navier-Stokes equation and finite 
volume techniques to approximate a fluid system and this report uses the Pyrosim 
program to generate an FDS file. 
The evaluation of the fire model includes data from the means of egress performance 
evaluation, in order to determine how long a tenable environment must be provided. As 
hydraulic model and Pathfinder (SFPE) model produced similar results, the slightly 
more conservative Pathfinder results (315s, 195s) will be used. 
SCENARIO 
The scenario evaluated in this section is based on a fire on the stage scenery, where 
there is no human involvement with the fire.  
FDS MODEL 
The FDS file used for the fire model is attached in Appendix Q. 
Figure 8 shows the base model in Pyrosim. The walls and general obstructions are 
shown in light yellow, whereas floor surfaces are shown in grey. The approximate seat 
locations are shown as brown and the balcony walkway is shown in green. The balcony 
is an unusual color to standout, because this is where the tenability will be analyzed 
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A visibility slice file is provided at 9.75m, which is 2m (approximately 6 ft.) above the 
balcony walking surface. While this is not the highest surface in the auditorium, it is 
reasonable to assume that as occupants exit, the occupants on the higher rows will 
make their way down. Rather than provide a walking surface height as a function of 
time, this model makes the assumption that occupants will make their way down to the 
balcony floor before tenability at the seating level becomes an issue. 
The fire in the scenario is based averages from an Arup report, created at the request of 
an NFPA Committee. This report documents that the average soot yield is 0.0356 kg/kg 
for fuel sources on stages, and this value is used as the soot yield for the reaction in the 
model. The heat release rate was based on a DETACT model shown in Appendix R. 
Based on having quick response sprinklers, 12 ft. spacing, and a height of 36 ft., the 
model shows that the sprinklers will activate at approximately 376s and 6600 kW. The 
fire in the model is set to grow to 6600kW as a t-squared rate until 375s, where it levels 
off. Sprinklers are not included in the model for two reasons: the fire is assumed to stay 
at a constant heat rate and be controlled by the sprinklers, and the sprinklers activate 
after the occupants have left the balcony. Including sprinklers in the model adds nothing 
to the analysis. 
Figure 8 below shows the base FDS model created in Pyrosim. 
 
FIGURE 8: PYROSIM MODEL 
 
The mesh for the model is set at 58x70x40, which gives cell sizes of 1m3. This may 
seem like a large number, but based on the characteristic fire diameter using the 
equation shown in Figure 9. NUREG 1824 states that the effective diameter of a fire can 
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exceed the cell size by a factor of between 4 and 16 to give accurate results. This 
equation estimates that the mesh size will output reasonably accurate data with a 
“coarse” mesh size. 
 
 
FIGURE 9: MESH SIZE EQUATION 
 
As the building is provided with smoke detection in certain ductwork, as required by the 
HBC, the model assumes that HVAC shutdown occurs instantaneously, and does not 
account for return air vents removing smoke from the space. The main doors to the 
corridors on the 1st and 2nd floors are shown open. Additional doors around the exterior 
are not included as the inclusion of additional doors did not significantly affect the 
results. 
The heat release rate for the model is shown below in Figure 10. Based on the DETACT 
models shown in Appendix R, the sprinklers activate at 375s, which is where the graph 
in Figure 9 levels off.  
 
FIGURE 10: FIRE GROWTH AS A FUNCTION OF TIME 
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Figure 11 shows an example of the space filling with smoke with the HRR from the fire 
shown. 
 
FIGURE 11: FDS MODEL FILLING WITH SMOKE 
ANALYSIS 
The fire model shows that at a time of 195s, the balcony walkway is still tenable, as are 
the majority of the seats. This condition is shown in Figure 6 below. 
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FIGURE 12: TENABILTY AT 195 SECONDS 
 
Portions of the balcony become untenable at approximately 220s, and by 315s, the 
balcony is completely engulfed by the smoke layer and is no longer tenable. This 
condition is shown below in Figure 13. 
 
FIGURE 13: TENABILITY AT 315 SECONDS 
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Figure 14 shows that the balcony becomes untenable at approximately 250s, between 
the two calculated required egress times. 
 
FIGURE 14: TENABILITY BREAING POINT 
Heat vents are not required, as this is an existing stage, but even if they were required 
they would be ineffective. Attached in Appendix S is the DETACT model for the smoke 
vents. Based on the egress times, DETACT calculations, and FDS model, sprinklers 
(375s), smoke vents (520s), and fire curtains (520s) would activate well after occupants 
have egress from the balcony. Sprinklers are required, but smoke vents are not and 
would represent a reduction in property damage, not an increase in life safety. None of 
these features are included in the model. 
 
SUMMARY 
The Pyrosim model shows that the existing numbers of seats represent a threat to life 
safety, and based on performance criteria, should be removed. While it could be argued 
that more seats than are permitted by the HBC for new construction could remain, this 
report recommends that the number of seats be reduced, as this would be a much 
cheaper option than installing a smoke control system, would be much more effective 
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than the installation of heat vents, and would reduce the concerns about occupant 
density leading to crowd crush. 
CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS 
The design for the Houston Community College San Jacinto Building complies with the 
requirements of the Houston Building Code. The performance analysis of the building 
determined that the number of seats in the balcony represents a threat to the life safety 
of the occupants, and this report recommends that seats be removed until the amount 
matches the amount permitted by code. 
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Appendix A: Floor Layout  
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Appendix B: Egress Drawings 
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Appendix C: Hydraulic Flow Test Data 
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Appendix D: Sprinkler Hazard Classification Areas 
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Appendix E: Sprinkler Layout 
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Appendix F: Design Area and Sprinkler Demand Calculations 
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Ste
p 
No. 
Nozzle 
Ident and 
Location Flow in gpm 
Pipe 
size 
Pipe 
Fittings 
and 
Devices 
Equivalen
t Pipe 
Length 
Friction 
loss 
(psi/ft) 
Pressure 
Summary 
Normal 
Pressure Notes 
  Sprink 1 q 0.0 1in   L 3 
C
= 120 Pt 7.2 Pt   k=5.6 q=.1*150 
 1           T F 5   
0.07
6 Pe   Pv     P=(15/5.6)^2 
      Q 15.0 1.049   T 8 pf   Pf 0.6 Pn   Pt=   
      q       L   
C
=   Pt   Pt     
Qadj=15*(8.5/7.8)^
.5 
 2             F       Pe   Pv       
      Q 15.7     T   pf   Pf   Pn   
k=5.6
2 k=15.7/(7.8)^.5 
  Sprink 2 q 0.0 1in   L 12 
C
= 120 Pt 7.2 Pt   k=5.6 q=.1*150 
 3           T F 5   
0.07
6 Pe   Pv       
      Q 15.0 1.049   T 17 pf   Pf 1.3 Pn   
k=5.1
5 k=15/(8.5)^.5 
  RN1to2 q 19.5+18.7     L 15 
C
= 120 Pt 8.5 Pt       
 4         2in   F     
0.01
1 Pe   Pv       
      Q 30.7 2.067   T 15 pf   Pf 0.2 Pn       
  Sprink 3 q 16.6     L   
C
=   Pt   Pt   
k=5.6
2 Q=5.62*(8.7)^.5 
 5           T F       Pe   Pv       
      Q       T   pf   Pf   Pn       
  Sprink 4 q 15.2     L   
C
=   Pt   Pt   
k=5.1
5 Q=5.15*(8.7)^.5 
 6           T F       Pe   Pv       
      Q       T   pf   Pf   Pn       
  RN2 toRN3 q 
16.6+15.2+30.
7     L 15 
C
= 120 Pt 13.3 Pt       
 7         2in   F     
0.03
9 Pe   Pv       
      Q 62.4 2.067   T   pf   Pf 0.6 Pn       
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 8 Sprink 5 q       L   
C
=   Pt   Pt   
k=5.6
2 Q=5.62*13.9)^.5 
            T F       Pe   Pv       
      Q 21.0     T   pf   Pf   Pn       
 9 Sprink 6 q       L   
C
=   Pt   Pt   
k=5.1
5 Q=5.15*(13.9)^.5 
            T F       Pe   Pv       
      Q 19.2     T   pf   Pf   Pn       
  RN3toMain q 21+19.2+62.4     L 87 
C
= 120 Pt 13.9 Pt       
 10         2in T F 10   
0.09
9 Pe   Pv       
      Q 102.6 2.067   T 97 pf   Pf 9.6 Pn       
  
MAINtoTO
R q       L 85 
C
= 120 Pt 23.5 Pt       
 11         4in 
45,T,T, 
GV F 46   
0.00
4 Pe   Pv       
      Q 102.6 4.026   T 131 pf   Pf 0.5 Pn       
 12 TORtoBOR q       L 36 
C
= 120 Pt 24.0 Pt     
 
          4in   F     
0.00
4 Pe 15.6 Pv       
      Q 102.6 4.026   T   pf   Pf 39.6 Pn       
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Appendix I: Initiation Device Cutsheets 
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Appendix J: Fire Alarm Device Locations 
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Appendix K: Fire Alarm Scenario DETACT Models 
 
INPUT PARAMETERS     CALC. PARAMETERS   
Ceiling height (H) 2.743 m R/H 1.179   
Radial distance (R) 3.2 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.269   
Ambient temperature 
(To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.174   
Actuation temperature 
(Td) 76 C Rep. t2 coeff. k   
Response time index 
(RTI) 88.7 (m-s)1/2 Slow 0.003    
Fire growth power (n) 2 - Medium 0.012    
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.047 kW/s^n Fast 0.047    
Time step (dt) 2 s Ultrafast 0.400    
          
 
      
Calculation time (s) HRR 
Gas 
temp Gas velocity Det temp dT/dt 
0 0.0 20.0 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2 0.2 20.3 0.07 20.00 0.00 
4 0.8 20.7 0.11 20.00 0.00 
6 1.7 21.2 0.15 20.01 0.01 
8 3.0 21.8 0.18 20.02 0.01 
10 4.7 22.4 0.21 20.03 0.01 
12 6.8 23.0 0.24 20.06 0.02 
14 9.2 23.7 0.26 20.09 0.02 
16 12.0 24.4 0.29 20.13 0.03 
18 15.2 25.2 0.31 20.18 0.03 
20 18.8 26.0 0.33 20.25 0.04 
22 22.7 26.8 0.35 20.32 0.04 
24 27.1 27.6 0.37 20.41 0.05 
26 31.8 28.5 0.39 20.51 0.06 
28 36.8 29.4 0.41 20.62 0.06 
30 42.3 30.3 0.43 20.75 0.07 
32 48.1 31.2 0.45 20.89 0.08 
34 54.3 32.1 0.47 21.04 0.09 
36 60.9 33.1 0.49 21.22 0.09 
38 67.9 34.1 0.51 21.40 0.10 
40 75.2 35.1 0.53 21.61 0.11 
42 82.9 36.1 0.54 21.83 0.12 
44 91.0 37.1 0.56 22.06 0.13 
46 99.5 38.1 0.58 22.32 0.14 
48 108.3 39.2 0.59 22.59 0.14 
50 117.5 40.3 0.61 22.88 0.15 
52 127.1 41.4 0.63 23.18 0.16 
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54 137.1 42.5 0.64 23.51 0.17 
56 147.4 43.6 0.66 23.85 0.18 
58 158.1 44.7 0.67 24.21 0.19 
60 169.2 45.9 0.69 24.59 0.20 
62 180.7 47.0 0.70 24.99 0.21 
64 192.5 48.2 0.72 25.41 0.22 
66 204.7 49.4 0.73 25.84 0.23 
68 217.3 50.6 0.75 26.30 0.24 
70 230.3 51.8 0.76 26.77 0.25 
72 243.6 53.0 0.78 27.26 0.26 
74 257.4 54.2 0.79 27.77 0.27 
76 271.5 55.4 0.81 28.31 0.27 
78 285.9 56.7 0.82 28.85 0.28 
80 300.8 58.0 0.83 29.42 0.29 
82 316.0 59.2 0.85 30.01 0.30 
84 331.6 60.5 0.86 30.62 0.31 
86 347.6 61.8 0.88 31.24 0.32 
88 364.0 63.1 0.89 31.89 0.33 
90 380.7 64.4 0.90 32.55 0.34 
92 397.8 65.7 0.92 33.23 0.35 
94 415.3 67.1 0.93 33.94 0.36 
96 433.2 68.4 0.94 34.66 0.37 
98 451.4 69.7 0.96 35.39 0.38 
100 470.0 71.1 0.97 36.15 0.39 
102 489.0 72.5 0.98 36.93 0.40 
104 508.4 73.8 0.99 37.72 0.41 
106 528.1 75.2 1.01 38.53 0.42 
108 548.2 76.6 1.02 39.36 0.42 
110 568.7 78.0 1.03 40.21 0.43 
112 589.6 79.4 1.04 41.08 0.44 
114 610.8 80.9 1.06 41.96 0.45 
116 632.4 82.3 1.07 42.86 0.46 
118 654.4 83.7 1.08 43.78 0.47 
120 676.8 85.2 1.09 44.72 0.48 
122 699.5 86.6 1.11 45.67 0.49 
124 722.7 88.1 1.12 46.65 0.49 
126 746.2 89.5 1.13 47.63 0.50 
128 770.0 91.0 1.14 48.64 0.51 
130 794.3 92.5 1.15 49.66 0.52 
132 818.9 94.0 1.17 50.70 0.53 
134 843.9 95.5 1.18 51.75 0.54 
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136 869.3 97.0 1.19 52.82 0.54 
138 895.1 98.5 1.20 53.91 0.55 
140 921.2 100.0 1.21 55.01 0.56 
142 947.7 101.6 1.22 56.13 0.57 
144 974.6 103.1 1.24 57.26 0.57 
146 1001.9 104.6 1.25 58.41 0.58 
148 1029.5 106.2 1.26 59.57 0.59 
150 1057.5 107.7 1.27 60.75 0.60 
152 1085.9 109.3 1.28 61.95 0.60 
154 1114.7 110.9 1.29 63.16 0.61 
156 1143.8 112.5 1.30 64.38 0.62 
158 1173.3 114.0 1.31 65.62 0.63 
160 1203.2 115.6 1.33 66.87 0.63 
162 1233.5 117.2 1.34 68.13 0.64 
164 1264.1 118.8 1.35 69.41 0.65 
166 1295.1 120.4 1.36 70.71 0.65 
168 1326.5 122.1 1.37 72.01 0.66 
170 1358.3 123.7 1.38 73.33 0.67 
172 1390.4 125.3 1.39 74.67 0.67 
174 1423.0 127.0 1.40 76.01 0.68 
 
DETACT Model 2: 30 ft. ceiling 
INPUT PARAMETERS     CALC. PARAMETERS   
Ceiling height (H) 9.144 m R/H 0.354   
Radial distance (R) 3.2 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.600   
Ambient temperature 
(To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.476   
Actuation temperature 
(Td) 76 C Rep. t2 coeff. k   
Response time index 
(RTI) 88.7 (m-s)1/2 Slow 0.003    
Fire growth power (n) 2 - Medium 0.012    
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.047 kW/s^n Fast 0.047    
Time step (dt) 2 s Ultrafast 0.400    
          
 
      
Calculation time (s) HRR 
Gas 
temp Gas velocity Det temp dT/dt 
0 0.0 20.0 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2 0.2 20.1 0.13 20.00 0.00 
4 0.8 20.2 0.21 20.00 0.00 
6 1.7 20.4 0.27 20.00 0.00 
8 3.0 20.5 0.33 20.01 0.00 
10 4.7 20.7 0.38 20.01 0.00 
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12 6.8 20.9 0.43 20.02 0.01 
14 9.2 21.1 0.48 20.04 0.01 
16 12.0 21.3 0.52 20.05 0.01 
18 15.2 21.6 0.56 20.07 0.01 
20 18.8 21.8 0.60 20.10 0.01 
22 22.7 22.0 0.64 20.13 0.02 
24 27.1 22.3 0.68 20.16 0.02 
26 31.8 22.5 0.72 20.20 0.02 
28 36.8 22.8 0.76 20.25 0.03 
30 42.3 23.1 0.79 20.30 0.03 
32 48.1 23.4 0.83 20.35 0.03 
34 54.3 23.6 0.86 20.42 0.03 
36 60.9 23.9 0.90 20.48 0.04 
38 67.9 24.2 0.93 20.56 0.04 
40 75.2 24.5 0.96 20.64 0.04 
42 82.9 24.8 0.99 20.72 0.05 
44 91.0 25.1 1.02 20.81 0.05 
46 99.5 25.4 1.05 20.91 0.05 
48 108.3 25.8 1.08 21.02 0.06 
50 117.5 26.1 1.11 21.13 0.06 
52 127.1 26.4 1.14 21.25 0.06 
54 137.1 26.7 1.17 21.37 0.07 
56 147.4 27.1 1.20 21.50 0.07 
58 158.1 27.4 1.23 21.64 0.07 
60 169.2 27.8 1.26 21.78 0.08 
62 180.7 28.1 1.29 21.94 0.08 
64 192.5 28.5 1.31 22.09 0.08 
66 204.7 28.8 1.34 22.26 0.09 
68 217.3 29.2 1.37 22.43 0.09 
70 230.3 29.5 1.39 22.61 0.09 
72 243.6 29.9 1.42 22.79 0.10 
74 257.4 30.3 1.45 22.98 0.10 
76 271.5 30.6 1.47 23.18 0.10 
78 285.9 31.0 1.50 23.38 0.11 
80 300.8 31.4 1.52 23.59 0.11 
82 316.0 31.8 1.55 23.81 0.11 
84 331.6 32.2 1.57 24.03 0.11 
86 347.6 32.5 1.60 24.26 0.12 
88 364.0 32.9 1.62 24.50 0.12 
90 380.7 33.3 1.65 24.74 0.12 
92 397.8 33.7 1.67 24.99 0.13 
94 415.3 34.1 1.70 25.24 0.13 
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96 433.2 34.5 1.72 25.50 0.13 
98 451.4 34.9 1.74 25.77 0.14 
100 470.0 35.3 1.77 26.04 0.14 
102 489.0 35.7 1.79 26.32 0.14 
104 508.4 36.2 1.82 26.61 0.15 
106 528.1 36.6 1.84 26.90 0.15 
108 548.2 37.0 1.86 27.19 0.15 
110 568.7 37.4 1.88 27.49 0.15 
112 589.6 37.8 1.91 27.80 0.16 
114 610.8 38.3 1.93 28.11 0.16 
116 632.4 38.7 1.95 28.43 0.16 
118 654.4 39.1 1.97 28.75 0.16 
120 676.8 39.5 2.00 29.08 0.17 
122 699.5 40.0 2.02 29.42 0.17 
124 722.7 40.4 2.04 29.75 0.17 
126 746.2 40.9 2.06 30.10 0.17 
128 770.0 41.3 2.09 30.45 0.18 
130 794.3 41.8 2.11 30.80 0.18 
132 818.9 42.2 2.13 31.16 0.18 
134 843.9 42.6 2.15 31.52 0.18 
136 869.3 43.1 2.17 31.89 0.19 
138 895.1 43.6 2.19 32.26 0.19 
140 921.2 44.0 2.21 32.64 0.19 
142 947.7 44.5 2.23 33.02 0.19 
144 974.6 44.9 2.26 33.41 0.20 
146 1001.9 45.4 2.28 33.80 0.20 
148 1029.5 45.9 2.30 34.19 0.20 
150 1057.5 46.3 2.32 34.59 0.20 
152 1085.9 46.8 2.34 34.99 0.20 
154 1114.7 47.3 2.36 35.40 0.21 
156 1143.8 47.7 2.38 35.81 0.21 
158 1173.3 48.2 2.40 36.22 0.21 
160 1203.2 48.7 2.42 36.64 0.21 
162 1233.5 49.2 2.44 37.07 0.21 
164 1264.1 49.6 2.46 37.49 0.21 
166 1295.1 50.1 2.48 37.92 0.22 
168 1326.5 50.6 2.50 38.36 0.22 
170 1358.3 51.1 2.52 38.79 0.22 
172 1390.4 51.6 2.54 39.23 0.22 
174 1423.0 52.1 2.56 39.68 0.22 
176 1455.9 52.6 2.58 40.12 0.23 
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178 1489.1 53.1 2.60 40.58 0.23 
180 1522.8 53.6 2.62 41.03 0.23 
182 1556.8 54.1 2.64 41.49 0.23 
184 1591.2 54.6 2.66 41.95 0.23 
186 1626.0 55.1 2.67 42.41 0.23 
188 1661.2 55.6 2.69 42.88 0.23 
190 1696.7 56.1 2.71 43.35 0.24 
192 1732.6 56.6 2.73 43.82 0.24 
194 1768.9 57.1 2.75 44.30 0.24 
196 1805.6 57.6 2.77 44.77 0.24 
198 1842.6 58.1 2.79 45.26 0.24 
200 1880.0 58.6 2.81 45.74 0.24 
202 1917.8 59.1 2.83 46.23 0.24 
204 1956.0 59.7 2.84 46.72 0.25 
206 1994.5 60.2 2.86 47.21 0.25 
208 2033.4 60.7 2.88 47.70 0.25 
210 2072.7 61.2 2.90 48.20 0.25 
212 2112.4 61.8 2.92 48.70 0.25 
214 2152.4 62.3 2.94 49.20 0.25 
216 2192.8 62.8 2.96 49.71 0.25 
218 2233.6 63.3 2.97 50.22 0.25 
220 2274.8 63.9 2.99 50.73 0.26 
222 2316.3 64.4 3.01 51.24 0.26 
224 2358.3 64.9 3.03 51.75 0.26 
226 2400.6 65.5 3.05 52.27 0.26 
228 2443.2 66.0 3.06 52.79 0.26 
230 2486.3 66.5 3.08 53.31 0.26 
232 2529.7 67.1 3.10 53.84 0.26 
234 2573.5 67.6 3.12 54.36 0.26 
236 2617.7 68.2 3.14 54.89 0.27 
238 2662.3 68.7 3.15 55.42 0.27 
240 2707.2 69.3 3.17 55.95 0.27 
242 2752.5 69.8 3.19 56.49 0.27 
244 2798.2 70.4 3.21 57.02 0.27 
246 2844.3 70.9 3.22 57.56 0.27 
248 2890.7 71.5 3.24 58.10 0.27 
250 2937.5 72.0 3.26 58.64 0.27 
252 2984.7 72.6 3.28 59.19 0.27 
254 3032.3 73.1 3.29 59.73 0.27 
256 3080.2 73.7 3.31 60.28 0.27 
258 3128.5 74.2 3.33 60.83 0.28 
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260 3177.2 74.8 3.34 61.38 0.28 
262 3226.3 75.4 3.36 61.94 0.28 
264 3275.7 75.9 3.38 62.49 0.28 
266 3325.5 76.5 3.40 63.05 0.28 
268 3375.7 77.1 3.41 63.61 0.28 
270 3426.3 77.6 3.43 64.17 0.28 
272 3477.2 78.2 3.45 64.73 0.28 
274 3528.6 78.8 3.46 65.29 0.28 
276 3580.3 79.4 3.48 65.86 0.28 
278 3632.3 79.9 3.50 66.43 0.28 
280 3684.8 80.5 3.51 67.00 0.29 
282 3737.6 81.1 3.53 67.57 0.29 
284 3790.8 81.7 3.55 68.14 0.29 
286 3844.4 82.2 3.56 68.71 0.29 
288 3898.4 82.8 3.58 69.29 0.29 
290 3952.7 83.4 3.60 69.87 0.29 
292 4007.4 84.0 3.61 70.45 0.29 
294 4062.5 84.6 3.63 71.03 0.29 
296 4118.0 85.2 3.65 71.61 0.29 
298 4173.8 85.7 3.66 72.19 0.29 
300 4230.0 86.3 3.68 72.77 0.29 
302 4286.6 86.9 3.70 73.36 0.29 
304 4343.6 87.5 3.71 73.95 0.29 
306 4400.9 88.1 3.73 74.54 0.30 
308 4458.6 88.7 3.74 75.13 0.30 
310 4516.7 89.3 3.76 75.72 0.30 
312 4575.2 89.9 3.78 76.31 0.30 
314 4634.0 90.5 3.79 76.91 0.30 
316 4693.2 91.1 3.81 77.51 0.30 
318 4752.8 91.7 3.82 78.10 0.30 
320 4812.8 92.3 3.84 78.70 0.30 
322 4873.1 92.9 3.86 79.30 0.30 
324 4933.9 93.5 3.87 79.90 0.30 
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Appendix L: Notification Device Cutsheets 
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Appendix M: NFPA 72 Table 14.3.1 
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Appendix N: NFPA 72 Table 14.4.3.2 
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Appendix O: Pathfinder Results 
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Appendix P: Flow Model “Hand” Calculations 
 
Each stair is 40 in. wide, each door is 36 in. wide. 
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Stairs are the restricting factor. 
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Appendix Q: FDS Model Input File 
 
Scenario_3sg.fds 
Generated by PyroSim - Version 2014.1.0110 
May 5, 2014 8:14:48 PM 
 
&HEAD CHID='Scenario_3sg', TITLE='Small Grid'/ 
&TIME T_END=400.0/ 
&DUMP RENDER_FILE='Scenario_3sg.ge1', DT_HRR=0.02, DT_RESTART=300.0/ 
 
&MESH ID='Main Mesh', IJK=100,156,80, XB=93.0,118.0,198.0,237.0,-3.0,17.0/ 
 
&SPEC ID='Chairs', MW=29.0/ 
&SPEC ID='WATER VAPOR'/ 
 
&PART ID='Water_PART', 
      SPEC_ID='WATER VAPOR', 
      DIAMETER=500.0, 
      MONODISPERSE=.TRUE., 
      COLOR='BLUE', 
      AGE=60.0/ 
 
&REAC ID='Scenery', 
      FYI='SFPE Handbook, GM27', 
      FUEL='REAC_FUEL', 
      C=1.0, 
      H=1.7, 
      O=0.3, 
      N=0.08, 
      CO_YIELD=0.042, 
      SOOT_YIELD=0.0356/ 
 
&PROP ID='QR_QR', 
      QUANTITY='SPRINKLER LINK TEMPERATURE', 
      ACTIVATION_TEMPERATURE=74.0, 
      RTI=50.0, 
      PART_ID='Water_PART', 
      FLOW_RATE=54.5, 
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      DROPLET_VELOCITY=5.0/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=97.0,202.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK01', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=105.0,202.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK02', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=113.0,202.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK03', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=97.0,210.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK04', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=105.0,210.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK05', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=113.0,210.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK06', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=97.0,218.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK07', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=105.0,218.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK08', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=113.0,218.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK09', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=97.0,226.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK10', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=105.0,226.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK11', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=113.0,226.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK12', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=97.0,234.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK13', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=105.0,234.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK14', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=113.0,234.0,15.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK18', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=97.0,202.0,3.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK19', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=105.0,202.0,3.5/ 
&DEVC ID='SPRK20', PROP_ID='QR_QR', XYZ=113.0,202.0,3.5/ 
&MATL ID='Velour', 
      FYI='Approx Cotton', 
      SPECIFIC_HEAT=1.475, 
      CONDUCTIVITY=0.059122, 
      DENSITY=1480.0, 
      HEAT_OF_COMBUSTION=2.04E4/ 
&SURF ID='Curtains', 
      RGB=153,0,0, 
      MATL_ID(1,1)='Velour', 
      MATL_MASS_FRACTION(1,1)=1.0, 
      THICKNESS(1)=0.01/ 
&SURF ID='Fire', 
      FYI='Chair fire', 
      COLOR='RED', 
      HRRPUA=6600.0, 
      TAU_Q=-376.0, 
      PART_ID='Water_PART'/ 
 
&OBST XB=100.455,111.0,230.0,230.2,11.5,15.5, SURF_ID='Curtains'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,100.455,230.0,230.2,1.5,15.5, SURF_ID='Curtains'/ Obstruction 
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&OBST XB=111.0,117.361,230.0,230.2,1.5,15.5, SURF_ID='Curtains'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=96.0,101.554,204.635,223.0,-0.25,0.0, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=103.0,108.554,204.635,223.0,-0.25,0.0, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.0,115.554,204.635,223.0,-0.25,0.0, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=106.5,107.5,232.5,233.5,2.0,2.25, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=106.75,117.5,236.5,236.75,0.0,16.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=117.25,117.5,203.25,236.5,0.0,16.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=93.75,106.75,236.5,236.75,16.0,16.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=93.75,117.25,221.75,236.5,16.0,16.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,117.25,203.25,221.75,16.0,16.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,117.5,198.5,203.25,16.0,16.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=114.75,117.5,198.25,198.5,16.0,16.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=93.75,106.75,236.75,236.75,0.0,16.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=117.5,117.5,198.25,203.25,0.0,16.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,198.75,199.0,4.0,4.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,199.0,199.5,4.25,4.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,199.5,199.75,4.5,4.75, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,199.75,200.0,4.5,5.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,200.0,200.25,4.75,5.25, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,200.25,200.5,5.0,5.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,200.5,201.0,5.25,5.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,201.0,201.25,5.5,5.75, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,201.25,201.5,5.5,6.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,201.5,201.75,5.75,6.25, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,201.75,202.0,6.0,6.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,202.0,202.5,6.25,6.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,202.5,202.75,6.5,6.75, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,202.75,203.0,6.5,7.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,203.0,203.25,6.75,7.25, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,203.25,203.5,7.0,7.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,203.5,204.0,7.25,7.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,204.0,204.25,7.5,7.75, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,204.25,204.5,7.5,8.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,205.0,206.25,7.75,8.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,204.5,204.75,7.75,8.25, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,204.75,205.0,8.0,8.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,198.75,199.0,4.0,4.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,199.0,199.5,4.25,4.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,199.5,199.75,4.5,4.75, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
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&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,199.75,200.0,4.5,5.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,200.0,200.25,4.75,5.25, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,200.25,200.5,5.0,5.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,200.5,201.0,5.25,5.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,201.0,201.25,5.5,5.75, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,201.25,201.5,5.5,6.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,201.5,201.75,5.75,6.25, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,201.75,202.0,6.0,6.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,202.0,202.5,6.25,6.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,202.5,202.75,6.5,6.75, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,202.75,203.0,6.5,7.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,203.0,203.25,6.75,7.25, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,203.25,203.5,7.0,7.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,203.5,204.0,7.25,7.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,204.0,204.25,7.5,7.75, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,204.25,204.5,7.5,8.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,205.0,206.25,7.75,8.0, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,204.5,204.75,7.75,8.25, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.5,110.5,204.75,205.0,8.0,8.5, COLOR='INVISIBLE', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=93.75,94.0,203.75,236.75,0.0,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,95.0,227.5,227.75,2.0,2.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,96.0,227.75,229.0,2.0,2.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,96.25,206.0,206.25,3.75,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,100.75,198.75,203.75,3.75,4.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,100.75,203.75,205.75,3.75,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,198.5,198.75,0.0,9.5, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,205.75,206.0,3.75,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,205.25,206.25,7.75,8.0, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,204.25,205.25,8.0,8.25, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,203.25,203.75,8.25,8.5, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,203.75,204.25,8.25,8.5, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,202.25,203.25,8.5,8.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,201.25,202.25,8.75,9.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,200.25,201.25,9.0,9.25, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,199.25,200.25,9.25,9.5, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,198.25,198.5,9.5,9.75, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,198.5,199.25,9.5,9.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,101.0,198.5,198.75,9.75,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,107.0,236.5,236.75,2.0,2.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
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&OBST XB=94.0,117.25,229.0,236.5,2.0,2.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,117.5,206.25,207.25,7.75,8.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.5,96.0,227.75,228.0,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=95.75,96.0,228.0,229.0,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=95.75,115.5,229.0,229.25,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=96.25,96.5,198.75,200.75,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=96.25,98.0,232.5,232.75,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=96.25,98.0,232.5,232.75,2.25,4.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=96.25,101.0,206.0,206.25,4.0,7.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=97.5,101.0,200.5,200.75,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=97.75,98.0,235.0,236.75,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=97.75,98.0,235.0,236.75,2.25,4.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=100.75,101.0,198.75,200.5,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=100.75,101.0,205.25,205.75,4.0,7.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=100.75,101.0,198.25,198.5,4.0,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=100.75,101.0,198.75,205.25,4.0,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,102.0,198.5,198.75,0.0,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.75,102.0,198.25,198.5,4.0,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.75,102.0,198.75,203.25,4.0,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,198.5,198.75,0.0,3.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,198.5,206.0,3.75,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,206.0,206.25,4.0,7.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,198.5,198.75,4.0,9.5, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,205.25,206.25,7.75,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,204.25,205.25,8.0,8.25, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,203.25,204.25,8.25,8.5, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,202.25,203.25,8.5,8.75, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,201.25,202.25,8.75,9.0, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,200.25,201.25,9.0,9.25, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,199.25,200.25,9.25,9.5, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,198.25,199.25,9.5,9.75, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,109.25,198.5,198.75,9.75,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.5,102.75,198.75,202.0,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=108.25,108.5,198.75,201.75,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.25,109.5,198.25,198.5,4.0,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.25,109.5,198.75,206.25,4.0,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=109.25,110.25,198.5,198.75,0.0,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.0,110.25,198.75,200.75,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.0,114.75,200.75,201.0,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
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&OBST XB=110.5,114.75,198.5,198.75,3.75,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.25,205.5,206.0,3.75,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.5,198.75,205.5,3.75,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,206.0,206.25,4.0,7.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,205.25,206.0,7.75,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,206.0,206.25,7.75,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,204.25,205.25,8.0,8.25, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,203.25,204.25,8.25,8.5, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,202.25,203.25,8.5,8.75, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,201.25,202.25,8.75,9.0, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,200.25,201.25,9.0,9.25, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,199.25,200.25,9.25,9.5, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,117.75,198.25,199.25,9.5,9.75, RGB=51,51,0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=114.5,114.75,198.5,200.5,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=114.75,117.5,198.25,198.5,0.0,9.5, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=114.75,117.5,198.5,198.75,3.75,4.0, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=114.75,117.5,198.25,198.5,9.75,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=115.25,115.5,228.0,229.0,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=115.25,117.25,227.75,228.0,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=115.25,117.25,227.75,229.0,2.0,2.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=117.25,117.5,232.25,232.5,0.0,4.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.5,227.75,227.75,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,96.25,232.5,232.5,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,96.25,232.5,232.5,2.25,4.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,96.25,206.25,206.25,4.0,7.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=96.5,97.5,200.75,200.75,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.75,108.25,201.75,201.75,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.25,110.5,198.5,198.5,0.0,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,114.5,198.5,198.5,0.0,3.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,114.75,198.5,198.5,4.0,9.5, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,114.75,198.5,198.5,9.75,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=113.5,117.25,232.5,232.5,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=113.5,117.25,232.5,232.5,2.25,4.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=114.5,114.75,198.5,198.5,2.75,3.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,198.75,203.75,0.0,3.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,203.25,203.75,4.0,8.25, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,202.25,203.25,4.0,8.5, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,201.25,202.25,4.0,8.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,200.25,201.25,4.0,9.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
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&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,199.25,200.25,4.0,9.25, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,198.75,199.25,4.0,9.5, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,203.25,203.75,8.5,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,202.25,203.25,8.75,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,201.25,202.25,9.0,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,200.25,201.25,9.25,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,199.25,200.25,9.5,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,94.0,198.75,199.25,9.75,16.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=98.0,98.0,232.75,235.0,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=98.0,98.0,232.75,235.0,2.25,4.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=101.0,101.0,205.75,206.0,4.0,7.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,102.0,205.25,206.0,4.0,7.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=102.0,102.0,203.25,205.25,4.0,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,110.5,205.25,206.0,4.0,7.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=110.5,110.5,198.0,205.25,4.0,8.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=113.5,113.5,232.5,236.5,0.0,2.0, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=113.5,113.5,236.5,236.75,0.0,4.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=113.5,113.5,232.5,236.5,2.25,4.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=114.75,114.75,200.5,200.75,0.0,2.75, SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=93.75,117.5,203.75,236.75,-2.25,-0.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=94.0,117.5,198.5,203.75,-2.25,-0.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
&OBST XB=114.75,117.5,198.25,198.5,-2.25,-0.25, COLOR='GRAY 80', SURF_ID='INERT'/ Obstruction 
 
&HOLE XB=109.4,110.389,197.975,199.1,0.0,2.0/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=101.0,101.75,197.975,199.1,4.0,6.0/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=101.0,101.75,197.975,199.1,0.0,2.0/ Hole 
&HOLE XB=109.4,110.389,197.975,199.1,4.0,6.0/ Hole 
 
&VENT SURF_ID='Fire', XB=106.5,107.5,232.5,233.5,2.25,2.25/ Vent 
 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBY=213.482/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', VECTOR=.TRUE., PBY=213.482/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBY=213.482/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBZ=9.75/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='TEMPERATURE', PBX=107.0/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', VECTOR=.TRUE., PBX=107.0/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VISIBILITY', PBX=107.0/ 
&SLCF QUANTITY='VELOCITY', VECTOR=.TRUE., PBY=198.5/ 
&TAIL /  
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Appendix R: Sprinkler Activation DETACT Model 
 
INPUT PARAMETERS     
CALC. 
PARAMETERS     
Ceiling height (H) 12 m R/H 0.333   
Radial distance (R) 4.0 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.624   
Ambient temperature 
(To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.500   
Actuation temperature 
(Td) 74 C Rep. t2 coeff. k   
Response time index 
(RTI) 50 (m-s)1/2 Slow 0.003    
Fire growth power (n) 2 - Medium 0.012    
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.047 kW/s^n Fast 0.047    
Time step (dt) 2 s Ultrafast 0.400    
          
 
      
Calculation time (s) HRR 
Gas 
temp Gas velocity Det temp dT/dt 
0 0.0 20.0 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2 0.2 20.1 0.13 20.00 0.00 
4 0.8 20.1 0.20 20.00 0.00 
6 1.7 20.2 0.26 20.00 0.00 
8 3.0 20.3 0.32 20.01 0.00 
10 4.7 20.5 0.37 20.02 0.01 
12 6.8 20.6 0.41 20.03 0.01 
14 9.2 20.7 0.46 20.04 0.01 
16 12.0 20.9 0.50 20.06 0.01 
18 15.2 21.0 0.54 20.08 0.01 
20 18.8 21.2 0.58 20.11 0.02 
0.0
1000.0
2000.0
3000.0
4000.0
5000.0
6000.0
7000.0
0.0
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
H
R
R
 (
kW
) 
TE
M
P
 (
C
) 
TIME (s) 
DETACT 
Gas temp Det temp HRR
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22 22.7 21.3 0.62 20.14 0.02 
24 27.1 21.5 0.66 20.18 0.02 
26 31.8 21.7 0.69 20.22 0.02 
28 36.8 21.9 0.73 20.27 0.03 
30 42.3 22.0 0.76 20.33 0.03 
32 48.1 22.2 0.79 20.39 0.03 
34 54.3 22.4 0.83 20.45 0.04 
36 60.9 22.6 0.86 20.52 0.04 
38 67.9 22.8 0.89 20.60 0.04 
40 75.2 23.0 0.92 20.68 0.04 
42 82.9 23.2 0.95 20.77 0.05 
44 91.0 23.4 0.98 20.87 0.05 
46 99.5 23.6 1.01 20.97 0.05 
48 108.3 23.8 1.04 21.07 0.06 
50 117.5 24.0 1.07 21.18 0.06 
52 127.1 24.2 1.10 21.30 0.06 
54 137.1 24.5 1.13 21.42 0.06 
56 147.4 24.7 1.15 21.55 0.07 
58 158.1 24.9 1.18 21.69 0.07 
60 169.2 25.1 1.21 21.83 0.07 
62 180.7 25.4 1.23 21.97 0.08 
64 192.5 25.6 1.26 22.12 0.08 
66 204.7 25.8 1.29 22.28 0.08 
68 217.3 26.1 1.31 22.44 0.08 
70 230.3 26.3 1.34 22.60 0.09 
72 243.6 26.5 1.36 22.78 0.09 
74 257.4 26.8 1.39 22.95 0.09 
76 271.5 27.0 1.41 23.13 0.09 
78 285.9 27.3 1.44 23.32 0.09 
80 300.8 27.5 1.46 23.51 0.10 
82 316.0 27.8 1.49 23.70 0.10 
84 331.6 28.0 1.51 23.90 0.10 
86 347.6 28.3 1.53 24.10 0.10 
88 364.0 28.5 1.56 24.31 0.11 
90 380.7 28.8 1.58 24.52 0.11 
92 397.8 29.1 1.60 24.74 0.11 
94 415.3 29.3 1.63 24.96 0.11 
96 433.2 29.6 1.65 25.18 0.11 
98 451.4 29.9 1.67 25.41 0.12 
100 470.0 30.1 1.70 25.64 0.12 
102 489.0 30.4 1.72 25.87 0.12 
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104 508.4 30.7 1.74 26.11 0.12 
106 528.1 31.0 1.76 26.35 0.12 
108 548.2 31.2 1.79 26.60 0.12 
110 568.7 31.5 1.81 26.84 0.13 
112 589.6 31.8 1.83 27.10 0.13 
114 610.8 32.1 1.85 27.35 0.13 
116 632.4 32.4 1.87 27.61 0.13 
118 654.4 32.6 1.89 27.87 0.13 
120 676.8 32.9 1.92 28.13 0.13 
122 699.5 33.2 1.94 28.39 0.13 
124 722.7 33.5 1.96 28.66 0.14 
126 746.2 33.8 1.98 28.93 0.14 
128 770.0 34.1 2.00 29.21 0.14 
130 794.3 34.4 2.02 29.48 0.14 
132 818.9 34.7 2.04 29.76 0.14 
134 843.9 35.0 2.06 30.04 0.14 
136 869.3 35.3 2.08 30.33 0.14 
138 895.1 35.6 2.10 30.61 0.14 
140 921.2 35.9 2.12 30.90 0.14 
142 947.7 36.2 2.14 31.19 0.15 
144 974.6 36.5 2.16 31.48 0.15 
146 1001.9 36.8 2.18 31.78 0.15 
148 1029.5 37.1 2.20 32.07 0.15 
150 1057.5 37.4 2.22 32.37 0.15 
152 1085.9 37.7 2.24 32.67 0.15 
154 1114.7 38.0 2.26 32.97 0.15 
156 1143.8 38.3 2.28 33.28 0.15 
158 1173.3 38.7 2.30 33.58 0.15 
160 1203.2 39.0 2.32 33.89 0.15 
162 1233.5 39.3 2.34 34.20 0.16 
164 1264.1 39.6 2.36 34.51 0.16 
166 1295.1 39.9 2.38 34.82 0.16 
168 1326.5 40.2 2.40 35.14 0.16 
170 1358.3 40.6 2.42 35.45 0.16 
172 1390.4 40.9 2.44 35.77 0.16 
174 1423.0 41.2 2.45 36.09 0.16 
176 1455.9 41.5 2.47 36.41 0.16 
178 1489.1 41.9 2.49 36.73 0.16 
180 1522.8 42.2 2.51 37.06 0.16 
182 1556.8 42.5 2.53 37.38 0.16 
184 1591.2 42.9 2.55 37.71 0.16 
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186 1626.0 43.2 2.57 38.04 0.16 
188 1661.2 43.5 2.58 38.37 0.17 
190 1696.7 43.9 2.60 38.70 0.17 
192 1732.6 44.2 2.62 39.03 0.17 
194 1768.9 44.5 2.64 39.37 0.17 
196 1805.6 44.9 2.66 39.70 0.17 
198 1842.6 45.2 2.68 40.04 0.17 
200 1880.0 45.5 2.69 40.38 0.17 
202 1917.8 45.9 2.71 40.71 0.17 
204 1956.0 46.2 2.73 41.05 0.17 
206 1994.5 46.6 2.75 41.40 0.17 
208 2033.4 46.9 2.76 41.74 0.17 
210 2072.7 47.3 2.78 42.08 0.17 
212 2112.4 47.6 2.80 42.43 0.17 
214 2152.4 48.0 2.82 42.77 0.17 
216 2192.8 48.3 2.84 43.12 0.17 
218 2233.6 48.7 2.85 43.47 0.17 
220 2274.8 49.0 2.87 43.82 0.18 
222 2316.3 49.4 2.89 44.17 0.18 
224 2358.3 49.7 2.90 44.52 0.18 
226 2400.6 50.1 2.92 44.88 0.18 
228 2443.2 50.4 2.94 45.23 0.18 
230 2486.3 50.8 2.96 45.59 0.18 
232 2529.7 51.1 2.97 45.94 0.18 
234 2573.5 51.5 2.99 46.30 0.18 
236 2617.7 51.8 3.01 46.66 0.18 
238 2662.3 52.2 3.02 47.02 0.18 
240 2707.2 52.6 3.04 47.38 0.18 
242 2752.5 52.9 3.06 47.74 0.18 
244 2798.2 53.3 3.08 48.11 0.18 
246 2844.3 53.7 3.09 48.47 0.18 
248 2890.7 54.0 3.11 48.83 0.18 
250 2937.5 54.4 3.13 49.20 0.18 
252 2984.7 54.8 3.14 49.57 0.18 
254 3032.3 55.1 3.16 49.94 0.18 
256 3080.2 55.5 3.18 50.30 0.18 
258 3128.5 55.9 3.19 50.67 0.19 
260 3177.2 56.2 3.21 51.05 0.19 
262 3226.3 56.6 3.22 51.42 0.19 
264 3275.7 57.0 3.24 51.79 0.19 
266 3325.5 57.4 3.26 52.16 0.19 
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268 3375.7 57.7 3.27 52.54 0.19 
270 3426.3 58.1 3.29 52.91 0.19 
272 3477.2 58.5 3.31 53.29 0.19 
274 3528.6 58.9 3.32 53.67 0.19 
276 3580.3 59.2 3.34 54.05 0.19 
278 3632.3 59.6 3.35 54.43 0.19 
280 3684.8 60.0 3.37 54.81 0.19 
282 3737.6 60.4 3.39 55.19 0.19 
284 3790.8 60.8 3.40 55.57 0.19 
286 3844.4 61.1 3.42 55.95 0.19 
288 3898.4 61.5 3.43 56.34 0.19 
290 3952.7 61.9 3.45 56.72 0.19 
292 4007.4 62.3 3.47 57.11 0.19 
294 4062.5 62.7 3.48 57.50 0.19 
296 4118.0 63.1 3.50 57.88 0.19 
298 4173.8 63.5 3.51 58.27 0.19 
300 4230.0 63.9 3.53 58.66 0.20 
302 4286.6 64.2 3.54 59.05 0.20 
304 4343.6 64.6 3.56 59.44 0.20 
306 4400.9 65.0 3.58 59.83 0.20 
308 4458.6 65.4 3.59 60.23 0.20 
310 4516.7 65.8 3.61 60.62 0.20 
312 4575.2 66.2 3.62 61.02 0.20 
314 4634.0 66.6 3.64 61.41 0.20 
316 4693.2 67.0 3.65 61.81 0.20 
318 4752.8 67.4 3.67 62.20 0.20 
320 4812.8 67.8 3.68 62.60 0.20 
322 4873.1 68.2 3.70 63.00 0.20 
324 4933.9 68.6 3.72 63.40 0.20 
326 4995.0 69.0 3.73 63.80 0.20 
328 5056.4 69.4 3.75 64.20 0.20 
330 5118.3 69.8 3.76 64.60 0.20 
332 5180.5 70.2 3.78 65.01 0.20 
334 5243.1 70.6 3.79 65.41 0.20 
336 5306.1 71.0 3.81 65.81 0.20 
338 5369.5 71.4 3.82 66.22 0.20 
340 5433.2 71.8 3.84 66.63 0.20 
342 5497.3 72.2 3.85 67.03 0.20 
344 5561.8 72.6 3.87 67.44 0.20 
346 5626.7 73.0 3.88 67.85 0.20 
348 5691.9 73.5 3.90 68.26 0.21 
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350 5757.5 73.9 3.91 68.67 0.21 
352 5823.5 74.3 3.93 69.08 0.21 
354 5889.9 74.7 3.94 69.49 0.21 
356 5956.6 75.1 3.96 69.90 0.21 
358 6023.7 75.5 3.97 70.32 0.21 
360 6091.2 75.9 3.99 70.73 0.21 
362 6159.1 76.3 4.00 71.14 0.21 
364 6227.3 76.8 4.01 71.56 0.21 
366 6295.9 77.2 4.03 71.98 0.21 
368 6364.9 77.6 4.04 72.39 0.21 
370 6434.3 78.0 4.06 72.81 0.21 
372 6504.0 78.4 4.07 73.23 0.21 
374 6574.2 78.8 4.09 73.65 0.21 
376 6644.7 79.3 4.10 74.07 0.21 
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Appendix S: Fusible Link Activation DETACT Model 
 
 
INPUT PARAMETERS     
CALC. 
PARAMETERS     
Ceiling height (H) 12 m R/H 0.500   
Radial distance (R) 6.0 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.476   
Ambient temperature 
(To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.356   
Actuation temperature 
(Td) 74 C Rep. t2 coeff. k   
Response time index 
(RTI) 167 (m-s)1/2 Slow 0.003    
Fire growth power (n) 2 - Medium 0.012    
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.047 kW/s^n Fast 0.047    
Time step (dt) 2 s Ultrafast 0.400    
          
 
      
Calculation time (s) HRR 
Gas 
temp Gas velocity Det temp dT/dt 
0 0.0 20.0 0.00 20.00 0.00 
2 0.2 20.0 0.09 20.00 0.00 
4 0.8 20.1 0.14 20.00 0.00 
6 1.7 20.2 0.19 20.00 0.00 
8 3.0 20.3 0.22 20.00 0.00 
10 4.7 20.4 0.26 20.00 0.00 
12 6.8 20.5 0.29 20.01 0.00 
14 9.2 20.6 0.33 20.01 0.00 
16 12.0 20.7 0.36 20.01 0.00 
18 15.2 20.8 0.39 20.02 0.00 
0.0
2000.0
4000.0
6000.0
8000.0
10000.0
12000.0
14000.0
0.0
10.0
20.0
30.0
40.0
50.0
60.0
70.0
80.0
90.0
100.0
0 100 200 300 400 500 600
H
R
R
 (
kW
) 
TE
M
P
 (
C
) 
TIME (s) 
DETACT 
Gas temp Det temp HRR
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20 18.8 20.9 0.41 20.02 0.00 
22 22.7 21.0 0.44 20.03 0.00 
24 27.1 21.2 0.47 20.04 0.00 
26 31.8 21.3 0.49 20.05 0.01 
28 36.8 21.4 0.52 20.06 0.01 
30 42.3 21.6 0.54 20.07 0.01 
32 48.1 21.7 0.57 20.08 0.01 
34 54.3 21.8 0.59 20.10 0.01 
36 60.9 22.0 0.61 20.11 0.01 
38 67.9 22.1 0.63 20.13 0.01 
40 75.2 22.3 0.66 20.15 0.01 
42 82.9 22.4 0.68 20.17 0.01 
44 91.0 22.6 0.70 20.19 0.01 
46 99.5 22.7 0.72 20.22 0.01 
48 108.3 22.9 0.74 20.24 0.01 
50 117.5 23.1 0.76 20.27 0.01 
52 127.1 23.2 0.78 20.30 0.02 
54 137.1 23.4 0.80 20.33 0.02 
56 147.4 23.6 0.82 20.36 0.02 
58 158.1 23.7 0.84 20.40 0.02 
60 169.2 23.9 0.86 20.43 0.02 
62 180.7 24.1 0.88 20.47 0.02 
64 192.5 24.3 0.90 20.51 0.02 
66 204.7 24.4 0.92 20.56 0.02 
68 217.3 24.6 0.94 20.60 0.02 
70 230.3 24.8 0.95 20.65 0.02 
72 243.6 25.0 0.97 20.70 0.03 
74 257.4 25.2 0.99 20.75 0.03 
76 271.5 25.4 1.01 20.80 0.03 
78 285.9 25.6 1.03 20.85 0.03 
80 300.8 25.7 1.04 20.91 0.03 
82 316.0 25.9 1.06 20.97 0.03 
84 331.6 26.1 1.08 21.03 0.03 
86 347.6 26.3 1.09 21.09 0.03 
88 364.0 26.5 1.11 21.16 0.03 
90 380.7 26.7 1.13 21.23 0.03 
92 397.8 26.9 1.14 21.30 0.04 
94 415.3 27.1 1.16 21.37 0.04 
96 433.2 27.3 1.18 21.44 0.04 
98 451.4 27.5 1.19 21.52 0.04 
100 470.0 27.7 1.21 21.60 0.04 
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102 489.0 27.9 1.23 21.68 0.04 
104 508.4 28.2 1.24 21.76 0.04 
106 528.1 28.4 1.26 21.85 0.04 
108 548.2 28.6 1.27 21.94 0.04 
110 568.7 28.8 1.29 22.03 0.05 
112 589.6 29.0 1.31 22.12 0.05 
114 610.8 29.2 1.32 22.21 0.05 
116 632.4 29.4 1.34 22.31 0.05 
118 654.4 29.6 1.35 22.41 0.05 
120 676.8 29.9 1.37 22.51 0.05 
122 699.5 30.1 1.38 22.61 0.05 
124 722.7 30.3 1.40 22.72 0.05 
126 746.2 30.5 1.41 22.82 0.05 
128 770.0 30.7 1.43 22.93 0.06 
130 794.3 31.0 1.44 23.04 0.06 
132 818.9 31.2 1.46 23.16 0.06 
134 843.9 31.4 1.47 23.27 0.06 
136 869.3 31.7 1.49 23.39 0.06 
138 895.1 31.9 1.50 23.51 0.06 
140 921.2 32.1 1.51 23.64 0.06 
142 947.7 32.3 1.53 23.76 0.06 
144 974.6 32.6 1.54 23.89 0.06 
146 1001.9 32.8 1.56 24.02 0.07 
148 1029.5 33.0 1.57 24.15 0.07 
150 1057.5 33.3 1.59 24.28 0.07 
152 1085.9 33.5 1.60 24.42 0.07 
154 1114.7 33.8 1.61 24.56 0.07 
156 1143.8 34.0 1.63 24.70 0.07 
158 1173.3 34.2 1.64 24.84 0.07 
160 1203.2 34.5 1.66 24.98 0.07 
162 1233.5 34.7 1.67 25.13 0.07 
164 1264.1 35.0 1.68 25.28 0.08 
166 1295.1 35.2 1.70 25.43 0.08 
168 1326.5 35.4 1.71 25.58 0.08 
170 1358.3 35.7 1.72 25.73 0.08 
172 1390.4 35.9 1.74 25.89 0.08 
174 1423.0 36.2 1.75 26.05 0.08 
176 1455.9 36.4 1.76 26.21 0.08 
178 1489.1 36.7 1.78 26.37 0.08 
180 1522.8 36.9 1.79 26.54 0.08 
182 1556.8 37.2 1.80 26.70 0.08 
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184 1591.2 37.4 1.82 26.87 0.09 
186 1626.0 37.7 1.83 27.04 0.09 
188 1661.2 37.9 1.84 27.22 0.09 
190 1696.7 38.2 1.86 27.39 0.09 
192 1732.6 38.5 1.87 27.57 0.09 
194 1768.9 38.7 1.88 27.75 0.09 
196 1805.6 39.0 1.90 27.93 0.09 
198 1842.6 39.2 1.91 28.11 0.09 
200 1880.0 39.5 1.92 28.29 0.09 
202 1917.8 39.8 1.93 28.48 0.09 
204 1956.0 40.0 1.95 28.67 0.09 
206 1994.5 40.3 1.96 28.86 0.10 
208 2033.4 40.5 1.97 29.05 0.10 
210 2072.7 40.8 1.98 29.24 0.10 
212 2112.4 41.1 2.00 29.43 0.10 
214 2152.4 41.3 2.01 29.63 0.10 
216 2192.8 41.6 2.02 29.83 0.10 
218 2233.6 41.9 2.03 30.03 0.10 
220 2274.8 42.1 2.05 30.23 0.10 
222 2316.3 42.4 2.06 30.44 0.10 
224 2358.3 42.7 2.07 30.64 0.10 
226 2400.6 42.9 2.08 30.85 0.10 
228 2443.2 43.2 2.10 31.06 0.11 
230 2486.3 43.5 2.11 31.27 0.11 
232 2529.7 43.8 2.12 31.48 0.11 
234 2573.5 44.0 2.13 31.70 0.11 
236 2617.7 44.3 2.15 31.91 0.11 
238 2662.3 44.6 2.16 32.13 0.11 
240 2707.2 44.9 2.17 32.35 0.11 
242 2752.5 45.1 2.18 32.57 0.11 
244 2798.2 45.4 2.19 32.79 0.11 
246 2844.3 45.7 2.21 33.01 0.11 
248 2890.7 46.0 2.22 33.24 0.11 
250 2937.5 46.2 2.23 33.47 0.11 
252 2984.7 46.5 2.24 33.70 0.12 
254 3032.3 46.8 2.25 33.93 0.12 
256 3080.2 47.1 2.26 34.16 0.12 
258 3128.5 47.4 2.28 34.39 0.12 
260 3177.2 47.7 2.29 34.62 0.12 
262 3226.3 47.9 2.30 34.86 0.12 
264 3275.7 48.2 2.31 35.10 0.12 
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266 3325.5 48.5 2.32 35.34 0.12 
268 3375.7 48.8 2.33 35.58 0.12 
270 3426.3 49.1 2.35 35.82 0.12 
272 3477.2 49.4 2.36 36.06 0.12 
274 3528.6 49.7 2.37 36.31 0.12 
276 3580.3 49.9 2.38 36.55 0.12 
278 3632.3 50.2 2.39 36.80 0.12 
280 3684.8 50.5 2.40 37.05 0.13 
282 3737.6 50.8 2.42 37.30 0.13 
284 3790.8 51.1 2.43 37.55 0.13 
286 3844.4 51.4 2.44 37.80 0.13 
288 3898.4 51.7 2.45 38.06 0.13 
290 3952.7 52.0 2.46 38.31 0.13 
292 4007.4 52.3 2.47 38.57 0.13 
294 4062.5 52.6 2.48 38.83 0.13 
296 4118.0 52.9 2.49 39.09 0.13 
298 4173.8 53.2 2.51 39.35 0.13 
300 4230.0 53.5 2.52 39.61 0.13 
302 4286.6 53.8 2.53 39.88 0.13 
304 4343.6 54.1 2.54 40.14 0.13 
306 4400.9 54.4 2.55 40.41 0.13 
308 4458.6 54.7 2.56 40.67 0.13 
310 4516.7 55.0 2.57 40.94 0.13 
312 4575.2 55.3 2.58 41.21 0.14 
314 4634.0 55.6 2.60 41.48 0.14 
316 4693.2 55.9 2.61 41.75 0.14 
318 4752.8 56.2 2.62 42.03 0.14 
320 4812.8 56.5 2.63 42.30 0.14 
322 4873.1 56.8 2.64 42.57 0.14 
324 4933.9 57.1 2.65 42.85 0.14 
326 4995.0 57.4 2.66 43.13 0.14 
328 5056.4 57.7 2.67 43.41 0.14 
330 5118.3 58.0 2.68 43.69 0.14 
332 5180.5 58.3 2.69 43.97 0.14 
334 5243.1 58.6 2.70 44.25 0.14 
336 5306.1 58.9 2.71 44.53 0.14 
338 5369.5 59.2 2.73 44.82 0.14 
340 5433.2 59.5 2.74 45.10 0.14 
342 5497.3 59.9 2.75 45.39 0.14 
344 5561.8 60.2 2.76 45.67 0.14 
346 5626.7 60.5 2.77 45.96 0.14 
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348 5691.9 60.8 2.78 46.25 0.15 
350 5757.5 61.1 2.79 46.54 0.15 
352 5823.5 61.4 2.80 46.83 0.15 
354 5889.9 61.7 2.81 47.13 0.15 
356 5956.6 62.0 2.82 47.42 0.15 
358 6023.7 62.4 2.83 47.71 0.15 
360 6091.2 62.7 2.84 48.01 0.15 
362 6159.1 63.0 2.85 48.30 0.15 
364 6227.3 63.3 2.86 48.60 0.15 
366 6295.9 63.6 2.87 48.90 0.15 
368 6364.9 63.9 2.88 49.20 0.15 
370 6434.3 64.3 2.90 49.50 0.15 
372 6504.0 64.6 2.91 49.80 0.15 
374 6574.2 64.9 2.92 50.10 0.15 
376 6644.7 65.2 2.93 50.40 0.15 
378 6715.5 65.5 2.94 50.71 0.15 
380 6786.8 65.9 2.95 51.01 0.15 
382 6858.4 66.2 2.96 51.32 0.15 
384 6930.4 66.5 2.97 51.62 0.15 
386 7002.8 66.8 2.98 51.93 0.15 
388 7075.6 67.2 2.99 52.24 0.15 
390 7148.7 67.5 3.00 52.55 0.15 
392 7222.2 67.8 3.01 52.86 0.16 
394 7296.1 68.1 3.02 53.17 0.16 
396 7370.4 68.5 3.03 53.48 0.16 
398 7445.0 68.8 3.04 53.79 0.16 
400 7520.0 69.1 3.05 54.11 0.16 
402 7595.4 69.4 3.06 54.42 0.16 
404 7671.2 69.8 3.07 54.73 0.16 
406 7747.3 70.1 3.08 55.05 0.16 
408 7823.8 70.4 3.09 55.37 0.16 
410 7900.7 70.8 3.10 55.68 0.16 
412 7978.0 71.1 3.11 56.00 0.16 
414 8055.6 71.4 3.12 56.32 0.16 
416 8133.6 71.8 3.13 56.64 0.16 
418 8212.0 72.1 3.14 56.96 0.16 
420 8290.8 72.4 3.15 57.28 0.16 
422 8369.9 72.7 3.16 57.60 0.16 
424 8449.5 73.1 3.17 57.92 0.16 
426 8529.4 73.4 3.18 58.25 0.16 
428 8609.6 73.8 3.19 58.57 0.16 
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430 8690.3 74.1 3.20 58.90 0.16 
432 8771.3 74.4 3.21 59.22 0.16 
434 8852.7 74.8 3.22 59.55 0.16 
436 8934.5 75.1 3.23 59.87 0.16 
438 9016.7 75.4 3.24 60.20 0.16 
440 9099.2 75.8 3.25 60.53 0.16 
442 9182.1 76.1 3.26 60.86 0.16 
444 9265.4 76.4 3.27 61.19 0.17 
446 9349.1 76.8 3.28 61.52 0.17 
448 9433.1 77.1 3.29 61.85 0.17 
450 9517.5 77.5 3.30 62.18 0.17 
452 9602.3 77.8 3.31 62.51 0.17 
454 9687.5 78.1 3.32 62.85 0.17 
456 9773.0 78.5 3.33 63.18 0.17 
458 9858.9 78.8 3.34 63.52 0.17 
460 9945.2 79.2 3.35 63.85 0.17 
462 10031.9 79.5 3.36 64.19 0.17 
464 10118.9 79.9 3.37 64.52 0.17 
466 10206.3 80.2 3.38 64.86 0.17 
468 10294.1 80.6 3.39 65.20 0.17 
470 10382.3 80.9 3.40 65.54 0.17 
472 10470.8 81.2 3.41 65.88 0.17 
474 10559.8 81.6 3.41 66.21 0.17 
476 10649.1 81.9 3.42 66.56 0.17 
478 10738.7 82.3 3.43 66.90 0.17 
480 10828.8 82.6 3.44 67.24 0.17 
482 10919.2 83.0 3.45 67.58 0.17 
484 11010.0 83.3 3.46 67.92 0.17 
486 11101.2 83.7 3.47 68.27 0.17 
488 11192.8 84.0 3.48 68.61 0.17 
490 11284.7 84.4 3.49 68.95 0.17 
492 11377.0 84.7 3.50 69.30 0.17 
494 11469.7 85.1 3.51 69.64 0.17 
496 11562.8 85.4 3.52 69.99 0.17 
498 11656.2 85.8 3.53 70.34 0.17 
500 11750.0 86.1 3.54 70.69 0.17 
502 11844.2 86.5 3.55 71.03 0.17 
504 11938.8 86.8 3.56 71.38 0.17 
506 12033.7 87.2 3.57 71.73 0.17 
508 12129.0 87.5 3.58 72.08 0.18 
510 12224.7 87.9 3.59 72.43 0.18 
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512 12320.8 88.3 3.60 72.78 0.18 
514 12417.2 88.6 3.60 73.13 0.18 
516 12514.0 89.0 3.61 73.49 0.18 
518 12611.2 89.3 3.62 73.84 0.18 
520 12708.8 89.7 3.63 74.19 0.18 
 
 
